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FOREWORD 

THE movement for over-all tax limits, although depression born, is still ,making a strong bid for 
popular approval. Legislatures of 1937 will witness a veritable flood of new proposals. The 
proponents of tax limitation are not asleep. They have been consolidating their lines all along 

the front for a final drive. This pamphlet is designed to furnish facts and arguments by which to 
judge these proposals. 

The main source of revenue of local governments must be protected. Local finance officers and 
other public officials are urged to make a careful study of this material. Legislators should be con
sulted and the facts placed in their hands. Other pamphlets and articles on this subject are listed 
in the Selected Bibliography at the end of this study. 

Many people have contributed to this report by furnishing factual material. Particularly do we 
wish to acknowledge the assistance rendered by: 

Rupert F. Asplund, Taxpayers Association of New Mexico. 
R. C. Atkinson, The Ohio Institute. 
Robert K. Carr, Bureau of Municipal Research, University of Oklahoma. 
Ellsworth B. Cummings, Michigan Municipal League. 
Jesse Epstein, Association of Washington Cities. 
F. N. Fletcher, Nevada Taxpayers Association. 
Charles J. Fox, City Auditor, Boston. 
Robert N. Goodrich, Providence Governmental Research Bureau. 
Earl E. Hagerman, Director of Finance, Dayton. 
T. S. Hedges, Washington Tax Commission. 
Edward L. Leahy and Edward P. Tobie, Department of Revenue and Regulation, 

Rhode Island. 
Henry F. Long, Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation, Massachusetts. 
L. D. Melton, Oklahoma Tax Commission. 
Hume K. Nowlan, West Virginia League of Municipalities. 
Harold T. Porter, Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce. 

This acknowledgment, however, should by no means be interpreted as committin~ the~ persons 
either for or against over-all tax limitation .. I_n. many .cases we ?o not know thetr postUons on 
this question. The authors take full responstb!ltty for m~erpre_tations placed upon. the factual ma
terial secured. It is further to be understood that the vtewpomts expressed herem are our own 
and not the officially adopted opinions of the organizations with which we are associated. 

Chicago, Illinois A. M. HILLHousE 
January 20, 1937 R. B. WELCH 



Tax Limits Appraised 

I. Summary and Conclusions 
1. An over-all tax rate limit of the type ad

vocated by the National Association of Real 
Estate Boards will, if adopted, result in a substan
tial immediate reduction in real estate taxes, but 
the proposal will not bring about important 
governmental economies or lasting reductions 
in total tax burdens. The loss in property taxes 
will eventually be made up by replacement 
revenues with additional costs incident to their 
administration. 

2. A retail sales or gross income tax has usually 
been adopted as the major replacement revenue. 
This costs the small home owner and the wage 
earner more than any savings which he may 
realize in property taxes. Instead of the tax reform 
promised by advocates of tax limitation, this is 
a decidedly backward step. 

3· Although replacement revenues will even
tually be found, the immediate effect of drastic 
over-all limitation will be disruption and sub
stantial curtailment of essential governmental 
services. Real estate owners as well as others will 

suffer from curtailment of current operations and 
from the virtual cessation of capital improve
ments. 

4· Over-all tax limitation seriously weakens 
the credit of municipalities and effectively de
stroys a pay-as-you-go policy. 

5· A constitutional over-all limitation would 
deprive the fiscal system of the flexibility re
quired for adaptation to changing social and 
economic conditions. 

6. A uniform, inflexible limit, such as pro
posed by the National Association of Real Estate 
Boards, fails to allow for differences in com
munity needs and community resources. 

7· The tax limitation movement is essentially 
a blind revolt of an articulate group of property 
owners and real estate operators aimed at a 
single objective-relief from real estate taxes at 
any cost. Some proponents are well intentioned, 
but their proposal is destructive rather than con
structive and is opposed to the best interests of a 
majority of citizens. 

II. The Over-All Tax Limitation Movement 

PROPERTY tax rate limitation in some 
manner or form is a practice of long stand
ing. The over-all limit, on the other hand, 

was unknown to most states until recently. This 
does not mean that it is a new conception. Rhode 
Island has had an over-all limit since 1878; 
Nevada since x895i Oklahoma since I907i and 
Ohio since 19II. But only as a result of the cam
paign of the real estate interests during the last 
six years, coordinated and directed by the Na
tional Association of Real Estate Boards, has 
widespread interest been stimulated in this de
vice. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that 
there exists no general understanding of the 
meaning of over-all property tax limitation, much 
less of its probable effects upon government. 

DEFINITIONS 

An over-all property tax limit, in its strictest 
sense, is a constitutional or statutory provision 
fixing a maximum property tax rate or rates 
which may not be exceeded by the combined rates 
of the state and all its political subdivisions 
having jurisdiction within a given area. There 
are two respects in which the term has ac
quired a somewhat broader meaning. The fact 
that an additional levy may be made for highly 
restricted purposes, as, for example, the servicing 
of debts incurred prior to adoption of the tax 
limit, is not considered sufficient reason for ex
cluding such a limit from the "over-all" category. 
Furthermore, there are instances in which a basic 
"over-all" limit has been fixed, but the exceeding 
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. this limit is permitted upon special authoriza
tion from the voters or from some state or county 
body1\ The amount of this excess may be subject 
to an additional over-all limit as in West Vir
ginia, or the sky may be the limit as in Rhode 
Island. In either event it is commonly classified 
as an over-all rate. 

There are several other types of property tax 
limits, some of which are much better known 
than over-all limits. It is also possible to have 
combinations of two or more types. The more 
common types are as follows: 

I. "Jurisdictional" property tax rate limits, 
which apply to a particular level of government 
but do not restrict the total rate of all overlapping 
districts. The limits of Rhode Island and Wash
ington are really of this type, but are included as 
over-all limits because the unrestricted levies are 
of little significance. 

2. "Functional" limits, which apply to a par
ticular function of government. Functional 
limits are bsba"Uy jurisdictional as well. 

3• "Special" property tax rate limits, which 
apply to a particular class of property but do not 
affect other classes subject to variable rates. 

4· "Classified" limits, which apply to two or 
more classes of property and fix different maxi
mum rates for different classes while the rates on 
one or more other classes are unlimited. 

This study is concerned only with true over-all 
limits or with limits which closely approach the 
over-all status. The limits o£ eight states have 
been chosen for special study, all of which will 
be spoken of as over-all limits even though they 
do not precisely conform to the above definition. 

The over-all limit in Nevada, although referred 
to occasionally in the course of this report, has 
not been given special study inasmuch as it is 
so high (5%) as to ·have had little or no effect 
throughout the major portion of the state. 

RECENT TRENDS 

During the last six years, thousands o£ dollars 
have been spent to promote the over-all tax 
limitation movement. What has been accom
plished? The biggest successes came in 1932 
and 1933. Indiana, Michigan, Washington, and 
West Virginia adopted limits in 1932. New 
Mexico followed in 1933• Oklahoma and Ohio 
the same year reduced their limits, which were 
already in effect prior to the depression of 1929. 
The movement made no headway in 1934 and 
1935 except in Michigan. Seven cities in Michigan 
in 1934 and four cities in 1935 voted to come 
under the fifteen mill (I Y2 %) limitation. Only 
two cities (one each year) rejected the proposal. 
The proponents elsewhere fought a losing game. 
Victories were won against them in the legisla
tures of New Jersey, New York, Illinois, and 
other states. 

Again in 1936 the proponents of over-alllimits 
fought virtually a losing game. Two victories, 
however, were won. Five states had the proposal 
on the ballot. In Colorado, Georgia, and Oregon 
proposed constitutional amendments were de
feated. Nevada transferred a ;% statutory limit 
into a constitutional limit of the same rate. In 
Washington voters decided by initiative to con
tinue the existing statutory tax limit for another 
two years. Iri Michigan five cities voted upon 

TABLE I. DIGEST OF OVER-ALL TAX LIMITATION LAWS IN NINE STATESa 

Constitutional -Basic rates- -Additional rates requiring:-
or Urban Rural No special Special 

statutory? Per Cent Per Cent authorization authorization 
Indiana ........ s x.; I.O Prior debt service Unlimited 
Michigan ...... c r.5b r.; Prior debt service 3·flo 
Nevada ....... c ;.o 5·0 None None 
New Mex;ico ... c 2.0 2.0 All debt service Nonec 
Ohio .......... c 1.ob I.O None Unlimited 
Oklahoma ..... c 1.7d 1.7 d Prior debt service e School dists., r% 
Rhode Island ... s 2.5 2.5 All debt service Unlimited 
Washington ... s 2.o£ 1.25 f Prior debt service e Unlimited 
West Virginia .. c 0.5 to 2.0 o.; to x.; Prior debt service e so% of basic rates 

a For complete table, see the Appendix. . 
bNot all incorporated cities and villages are subject to this limit. 
cThe constitution permits unlimited additional rate$ upon approval of a majority of voters, provided legislation to this 

effect is enacted. 
dQut of this total, o.2 per cent is reserved for counties for separate schools for whites and negroes. 
esee the Appendix for restrictions on additional rates for prior debt service. 
fActual statutory rates are 4% and 2.5% but property is assessable by law at only so% of full value. 
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proposals to come within the state-wide over-all 
limit and unanimously rejected them. 

Results in 1934. 1935, and 1936 indicate that 
~he movement does not have the popular appeal 
1~ had several years ago. Nevada is the only state 
smce 1933 to adopt a constitutional limit. Even 
this measure is not new; a statutory limit of 
similar character has been on the books for nearly 
a half century. The Washington measure, too, 
merely extended the life of an existing law. 

PRESENT STATUS 

Nine states as of January I, 1937 had over-all 
limits: Indiana, Michigan, New Mexico, Ohio, 
Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Washington, West 
Virginia, and Nevada. Five adopted their limits 
during the depression years of 1929 to 1936. The 
other four have old limits, which in two cases
Oklahoma and Ohio-have been revised since 
1929. Six states have written the limit into their 
constitutions. Three states-Rhode Island, 
Indiana, and Washington-have statutory limits. 
Rates range from x% in Ohio to ~lo in Nevada. 
Only Nevada permits no additional rate for any 
purpose. The principal features of these laws as 
they existed on January I, 1937 have been sum
marized in Table 1. A more detailed table will 
be found in the Appendix. 

In Table 1 and throughout the remainder of 
this study, all over-all limits have been expressed 

as percentages. A 2% rate means that tax levies 
of the state and all local units cannot exceed two 
per cent of the assessed valuation. This ratio 
is often expressed as 20 mills per dollar of as
sessed valuation, $2 per $xoo assessed valuation, 
or $2o per $x,ooo assessed valuation. 

PROPOSAL OF THE REAL ESTATE BOARDS 

Leading proponents of tax limitation, for 
which the National Association of Real Estate 
Boards is the spokesman, have not been entirely 
satisfied with the character of the over-all limits 
already passed. They have come forward with 
an even more drastic proposal. They insist on a 
rigid constitutional limit of r%, inclusive of debt 
service and with no allowance for additional 
levies upon special authorization by the people. 
To quote from their literature: 1 

Limitation can and should be written into the 
constitution of the various states simply: "The 
total of all taxes which shall be levied against real 
estate in any year by all the taxing authorities of 
this state shall not exceed 1% of the true value." 

It is to this proposal that we specifically direct 
our attention. To the extent that a particular 
proposal deviates from the above model, the 
conclusions herein will require some modifica
tion. 

1 National Association of Real Estate Boards, R(a/ Estate 
Tar Limitation, Chicago, 1935, p. 16. 

III. The Pros and Cons of Over-All Limitation 

O
VER-ALL tax limitation, like all other 
questions, has two sides. Each is repre
sented by a group with its own pre

conceived notions concerning where truth 
resides. The authors of this report cannot hope 
to escape all charges of preconception. But they 
have endeavored to set forth, however briefly, 
a fair statement of the arguments of pro
ponents of over-all limitation. Each such argu
ment is followed immediately by the rebuttal 
and counter-argument of the opponents. In this 
way the issues are made to clash directly, and 
the unbiased reader who is not too much im
pressed by the length of the opposing argument 
should be able to judge fairly between the two 
schools of thought. 

RELIEF TO REAL ESTATE 

Argument for over-all limits: Real estate is 
now over-burdened with taxes, and an over-all 

tax limit is the most feasible means of coffect
ing this injustice. 
The National Association of Real Estate 

Boards protests both as to the relative and the 
absolute burden of real estate taxes. By protesting 
the relative burden they imply that real estate 
bears a disproportionate share of all taxes. But 
whatever the amount of other taxes, the real 
estate interests also believe that their own taxes 
should be reduced from present levds. 

According to recent estimates of 1932 national 
income "paid out," only 21.1 per cent was de
rived from property, as compared with 64.5 per 
cent from personal services and 14.4 per cent from 
a mixed category called "entrepreneurial with
drawals." On the other hand, about 58 per cent 
of total federal, state, and local tax receipts in 
I9Jl, and about 47 per cent in 1934. came from 
property taxes. Facts of this general character are 
advanced in behalf of the argument that too 
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much of the total tax burden rests upon prop
erty. 

But peyond this, it is contended that too much 
of the property tax burden falls upon real estate 
as distinguished from personal property. The 
Federal Trade Commission's estimate of the 1922 
value of taxable real estate was placed at only 46.9 
per cent of the estimated national wealth.1 How
ever, real estate the country over comprised 77 
per cent of the property assessed for general prop
erty tax purposes in 1932 and probably accounted 
for about an equal proportion of all general 
property taxes.2 This discrepancy arose from the 
exemption of much tangible personal property 
and from the failure of assessors to discover and 
fairly evaluate much that was legally taxable. 

Estimates of national wealth take no account 
of intangible property, such as stocks, bonds, 
mortgages, and the like. If these intangibles were 
added to alt tangibles to make up the national 
wealth, real estate, instead of making up about 
47 per cent of 'ilie total, would make up a much 
smaller percentage. No one knows precisely how 
much smaller this figure would be, but let us 
say 25 per cent by way of illustration. Many 
advocates of tax relief for real estate contend that 
this lower figure, which is the proportion of real 
estate in total property holdings, represents the 
share of the total property tax burden which 
should be borne by real estate, instead of the 77 
per cent indicated by the 1932 figures on assess
ments cited above. The discrepancy between 
these two percentages is attributable to exemp
tions and failure to list both tangible and in
tangible personal property. 

Evidence of an excessive absolute burden of 
real estate taxes is of a different nature. Here the 
contention is not that real estate is cvntributing 
a larger fraction of total taxes than it should 
fairly be called upon to contribute, but simply 
that real estate taxes, whatever their share in the 
total, are too high. In support of this argument, 
the proponents of tax limitation offer as evi
dence ( x) high ratios of taxes to gross and net 
incomes from real estate, (2) high property tax 
delinquencies, and (3) numerous tax sales and 
foreclosures of tax liens. 

Many advocates of tax limitation believe that 
an over-all limit is the most feasible, if not the 
only, means of lightening the burden on real 

'Federal Trade Commission, National Wealth ant/Incomes, 
1916, p. 18. In arriving at this percentage, tax-exempt real 
atate was deducted from total national wealth. 

•u. S. Bureau of the Census, Financial Statistict of Stat~ 
anti Local Goflt:rnments, ll)j2, p. 64. 

estate. It is contended that new taxes, enacted 
to afford some relief to real estate, result instead 
in increased cost of government. Tax limitation 
attacks the problem differently; it reduces real 
estate taxes and leaves the financing of deficits to 
the ingenuity of legislators and administrators. 

Argument against: Drastic . reduction in real 
estate taxes is unwarranted in view of the tax
paying ability which real estate represents, the 
benefits which it derives from government, the 
unearned increment included in its value, and 
the degree to which the present level of taxes 
has been allowed for in purchase prices. 
The opponents of over-all tax limitation, on the 

other hand, contend that a dear case for blanket 
reduction in real estate taxes, either by reduction 
in total taxes or by shifting part of the tax burden 
elsewhere, has not been made out. 

There are three basic reasons for taxing real 
estate: ( 1) Real estate ownership affords evidence 
of ability to pay taxes; (2) real estate enjoys 
specific benefits as a direct result of expenditures 
by governments, especially local governments; 
and (3) land, which constitutes an important 
part of real estate, derives part of its value-the 
so-called unearned increment-from society and 
not from any effort expended or service rendered 
by individual owners. 

These reasons for taxing real estate are gen
erally recognized. It is agreed that real estate 
should be taxed; but there is no agreement, even 
among the experts, as to the relative or absolute 
tax burden which it should bear. It has become 
the vogue to say that real estate is over-burdened 
with taxes, but it is time we recognize that this 
statement has gained authority almost entirely 
from repetition and not from any careful analysis 
of the facts. Despite the $roo,ooo which has pur
portedly been spent by the National Association 
of Real Estate Boards on research into tax limi
tation, the ground in this field of inquiry has 
hardly been broken. 

The arguments which have been advanced to 
prove relative over-burdening of real estate have 
been based almost exclusively upon the theory 
that taxes should be apportioned according to 
ability. There are two evidences of ability which 
are generally recognized by students and laymen 
alike. They are wealth and income. Naturally 
we should expect to be able to measure the 
proper tax contributions of real estate by refer
ence to its contribution to total wealth and in
come. 

Figures of this sort, some of which have been 
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presented above, have been widely advanced in 
support of tax limitation. For a variety of reasons 
they prove nothing. Waiving the tenuous basis 
of some of the estimates, there are questions 
which are unanswerable in the present state of 
our knowledge. By way of illustration: How 
much more ability is evidenced by property in
come by reason of its permanency as compared 
with service income, which cannot endure be
yond the lifetime of the worker? Does ability 
increase proportionately or progressively, or 
neither, with increases in individual holdings of 
property? Shall we give any weight to other 
theories of tax allocation, such as the benefit 
theory, and, if so, how much? And finally, what 
weight shall we attach to the charges that in
creases in land values are unearned and that the 
purchaser of land buys it at a figure which is 
low enough to shift any excess tax burden onto 
the seller? An appreciation of these and other 
questions has caused most authorities to reject 
this type of statistical approach. An important 
minority of the New York State Commission 
for the Revision of the Tax Laws, in commenting 
upon statistics of this sort advanced by the 
majority, charged that they were based upon 
assumptions which were "arbitrary in the ex
treme" and upon theories of equity in distribu
tion of tax burdens which were "superficial and 
obsolete," and that they ignored or minimized 
"well established economic facts." 8 These con
clusions are supported by other authorities of na
tional repute.• 

It is impossible within the compass of this 
study to do much more than suggest the fallacies 
embodied in the glib statements about the pro
portions of the national income and the national 
wealth attributable to real estate and the way 
in which these proportions compare with real 
estate's share in total tax burdens. A few aspects 
of the problem must, however, receive some at
tention. 

It is often assumed that all that need be done 
to prove that real estate taxes are all out of pro
portion to the financial ability which real estate 
confers upon its owners is to point to the vast 
quantities of intangible property which are 
known to escape taxation by legal or illegal 
means. This assumption is unwarranted. It 
should be clear that intangibles do not add to, or 

1 &port, Feb. 15, 193:1.. pp. 41·46. 
'New Jersey Commission to Investigate County and Munic· 

ipal Taxation and Expenditures, R(port No.6, 1931, p. 138; 
Connecticut Temporary Commission to Study the Tax Laws, 
R(port, 1934, pp. 79-80. 

detract from, the value of tangible property; they 
merely redistribute its ownership and its income. 
When a piece of land worth $ro,ooo is mortgaged 
for $s,ooo, the community wealth is not increased 
by the amount of the mortgage, nor is the value 
of the land decreased by that amount. What has 
happened is that the value of the owner's equity 
in the land has been reduced by $s,ooo, offset by 
the creation of a mortgage worth $s,ooo. And 
as a number of states have discovered, it makes 
no great difference, after adjustments have been 
made, whether the land be taxed on a $xo,ooo 
assessment and the mortgage exempted or the 
owner's equity in the land and the mortgage 
each be taxed on a $s,ooo assessment. The owner 
of the land will pay the tax either directly or in 
the guise of a higher rate of interest. To say that 
the total assessment should be $rs,ooo and that 
real estate should make up only two-thirds of the 
total is to indulge in double counting. Nor can 
other intangibles be added in with tangible prop
erty without multiple counting of the same sort. 

Despite the fact that the real estate tax is par· 
tially justified on the basis of ability to pay, it 
is largely a benefit tax. The general theory of 
a benefit tax is that a person receiving services 
from government should pay in taxes the cost 
of providing such services. Hence this theory 
is primarily concerned with absolute, rather than 
relative, tax burdens. 

The New York State Commission for the Re
vision of the Tax Laws made a study a few 
years ago to determine as nearly as possible what 
current services and what long-run benefits are 
obtained by real estate owners from the activities 
of the local governments which they help to 
support. The following services were considered 
to be directly beneficial to property owners: Col
lection and disposal of waste, sewer maintenance 
and operation, flood control, care of streets, tree 
culture, street lighting, fire fighting and pre
vention, police protection, and municipal utili
ties providing services at less than private rates. 
Another group of services were considered bene
ficial to property owners but perhaps even more 
beneficial to others. This group included plan
ning and zoning, traffic regulation, building in
spection, and the courts. Finally, it was 
recognized that the maintenance of schools and 
libraries, museums, parks, playgrounds, board 
of health activities, and public buildings benefit 
property owners because of their favorable in
fluence upon property values. The conclusion 
was that on the average more than half of the 
general property tax revenue goes to pay for 
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maintenance, interest, and capital outlays for 
services directly beneficial to property owners.l1 

Thi.s is not to be interpreted as meaning that 
real estate should contribute only half of all gen
eral property taxes. Presumably the whole tax 
burden might be divided into two parts, one of 
which is to be distributed according to benefits 
and another according to ability. Real estate 
ownership would still constitute a measure of 
ability in spreading the second portion of the 
total tax burden. 

One further important conclusion is to be 
drawn from this discussion of government bene
fits to real estate. It shows quite conclusively 
that real estate owners would gain little from a 
reduction of total taxes, since that would mean 
the loss of services directly beneficial to them. 
Community stagnation, evidenced by inability 
to finance an adequate public works program, 
is the last·. thing that is desired by property 
owners,· and it is hard to escape the conclusion 
that, once taX. limitation is installed, real estate 
operators will again be in the forefront pressing 
for additional public expenditures-to be borne 
this time by some other tax source than real 
estate. 

There is still a third reason for taxing real 
estate. This reason, like the preceding, is con
cerned with the absolute burden of real estate 
taxes, although it is often associated in thought 
with relative burdens because it was popularized 
under the nomenclature of the "single tax." The 
single tax doctrine conceived of a tax on land 
which, unaided, would support all governments. 
Few now believe this within the range of pos
sibility, but there are many reputable economists 
who believe that land is a peculiarly fit subject 
of taxation which should at least be taxed more 
heavily than other wealth. Increase in land values, 
especially in urban communities, arises in part 
from the growth of population and in part from 
government expenditures, for neither of which 
landowners, as such, deserve any particular 
credit. This unearned increment represents a 
source of wealth of considerable magnitude, and 
the property tax, inadequate as it is for the pur
pose, is the only device we now have for reaching 
it. Up to the amount of the unearned incre
ment, a real estate tax represents simply a re
capture by society of socially created values. 

But whether or not the present level of real 

1Edwin H. Spengler, "Is the Real Estate Tax a Benefit 
Tax?", p. 85; published as Memorandum No. 5, Report of 
the New York State Commission for the Revision of the 
Taz Laws, Feb. 15, 1932. 

estate taxes is justified by the three reasons elabo
rated above, there is a very important reason, from 
the standpoint of tax equity, why sudden and 
drastic reductions in either the absolute or the 
relative burden of real estate taxes should be 
avoided now that the present level has been 
reached. 

Real estate tax reduction can be brought about 
by a drastic over-all tax limit. The benefits of 
such reduction would, however, be conferred 
largely upon present owners; they would ex
tend only in limited degree to future purchasers 
or renters of real estate and not at all to those 
who have recendy sold or lost their properties, 
many of them through no fault of their own. 
This is the result of the well-established economic 
principle of tax capitalization. The sales price 
of a parcel of real estate, or the terms of a long
term lease contract, represent, under normal con
ditions, the market estimate of the discounted 
value of anticipated net income. Taxes are 
treated as an expense and are deducted from 
gross income in arriving at net income. If taxes 
are high, the anticipated net income is low and 
the capital value is also low. Under these condi
tions, one who purchases real property, or leases 
it for long terms agreeing to pay taxes, acquires 
it at a figure which reflects the high taxes. Simi
larly, if taxes are low, purchasers or lessees pay 
a high price in recognition of the high anticipated 
net income. 

This principle throws considerable light upon 
the proposal for drastic over-all limitation. For 
one thing, it imposes important qualifications on 
the usual argument that tax limitation will en
courage home ownership. Land becomes more 
difficult to purchase after a lowering of land 
taxes, because one must either put up a higher 
price or mortgage it more heavily than would 
otherwise be required. It is true that the pur
chaser's tax payments will be lower than they 
would otherwise have been, but not, as a rule, 
sufficiently low to offset the interest on the ad
ditional mortgage}' 

In the second place, the principle of capitali
zation adds substantially to the preceding 
discussion of the fallacies of statistical analyses 
advanced to prove over-taxation of real estate. 
In this connection, we quote from the recent 
report of the Connecticut Temporary Commis
sion to Study the Tax Laws:1 

'Harry G. Brown, T/le 'Ef:Onomir: Basis of Tu Reform, 
Lucas, Columbia, Mo., 19,32, pp. 227-28. 

• Report, 1934, p. 8:a. 
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.Even if sta~istics could be compiled to establish 

wtthout questiOn that real property constituted, for 
example, only 25 per cent of the wealth of the state 
while it accounted for 75 per cent of the state and 
local taxes, this of itself would not prove that the 
owners of real property were inequitably taxed. 
As a matter of fact, all those owners of real estate 
who had purchased their property after the existing 
tax system and tax rates went into effect would 
presumably be suffering no injustice as compared 
:"'ith other taxpaying classes. They bought real estate 
m full ~now!edge of the taxes it was bearing, and 
they patd pnces which were adjusted to such tax 
burden. Injustice to present owners of real estate 
would exist only to the extent that the taxes on 
real property had increased more than the taxes 
on other property since the dates when they pur
~h.ase~ their present holdings. As to the rest, the 
tnJUSttce done by disproportionate real estate taxes 
was all borne, once for all, by the former owners 
when they sold to the present owners at prices re
duced by capitalization of taxes. 

Another study, made for the ·New York State 
Commission for the Revision of the Tax Laws, 
attempted to discover the frequency with which 
real property was sold and an opportunity a£. 
forded for purchasers to acquire it at a price 
which in effect freed it of any excessive tax 
that existed at the time of purchase. It was 
concluded that more than one-third of the rural 
owners and more than two-thirds of the urban 
owners had acquired title within a decade, and 
that from one-half to three-quarters of all titles 
had been acquired within the past twenty years. 
It was further found that real estate tax rates in 
the majority of the localities studied had not in
creased over the levels established in 1920 or 
earlier. It followed that upwards of one-half of 
the 1930 owners of real property had purchased 
it at prices which should have fully allowed for 
the level of taxes existing in 1930.8 

The proponents of tax limitation ask for re
ductions in real property taxes far greater than 
the increases which have occurred in the past 
decade. In so doing they are asking that many 
present owners be repaid for losses which they 
have shifted to former owners by purchasing 
their real estate at prices which allowed for taxes 
at somewhere near the present level. Further
more they are asking, in substance if not in so 
many words, that this reduction be financed by 
means of taxes which will rest in part upon the 
very who suffered this injustice. 

•Edwin H. Spengler, "Turnover of Title to Real Property in 
New York," p. 45; published as Memorandum No.4, &port 
of th~ Ntw York State CommissiotJ for the R~11isiot1 of the 
Tax Laws, Feb. 15, 193l. 

~ne .further thought should be expressed at 
this point. Real estate taxes will be reduced by 
over-all limitation, but real estate owners are 
not a distinct class insulated from all other tax 
obligations. Real estate owners are consumers 
they are income receivers, and some of them n~ 
doubt indulge in such "luxuries" as tobacco and 
liquor. Real estate tax reductions must in all 
probability be replaced by taxes of other sorts. 
Some of these will reach property owners and 
no others, as, for example, special service fees 
for street lighting or street repairs. Others will 
reach property owners along with all others who 
receive income or buy groceries. Not all property 
owners will gain more in real estate tax reduc
tions than they lose in new tax payments. 

The parties which will stand the best chance 
of gaining are ~hose whose real estate holdings 
are large, relauve to other possible criteria of 
their tax .liabilities. Specifically, these parties will 
usually mclude large corporations, especially 
public utiliti:s, real estate speculators, and own
ers of large mcome and down-town properties. 
The small home owner, the small business man 
or farmer, and the wage earner will usually lose 
more than they gain. 

OTHER TAX REFORMS 

Argument for over-all limits: Present state 
and local tax systems lack diversity and rest 
upon too small a proportion of the population. 
A forced reduction in property taxes will com
pel a revamping of the whole fiscal structure 
in the interests of tax reform. 
Although a reduction in property taxes is their 

prime objective, real estate interests go further 
and contend that state and local fiscal systems 
should be altered in two other respects. It is 
urged that taxes should be collected from more 
sources and from more people. By diversifying 
tax sources, municipalities will avoid the dangers 
inherent in dependency upon a single source and 
will supposedly uncover hitherto untapped 
sources of tax-paying ability. By increasing the 
number of people who are consciously contribut
ing to the support of government, civic responsi
bility will be awakened, waste and extravagance 
curbed, and a more equitable distribution of 
tax burdens effected. 

An over-all tax limit, if sufficiently drastic, 
may be relied upon to force recourse to revenues 
other than property taxes, since a. reduction in 
property tax revenues cannot entirely be met 
by a reduction in operating costs and by elimina
tion of governmental functions. Occasionally 
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this has meant the raising of the rates of other 
taxes, but more frequently it has meant widening 
their. bases or the enactment of new tax meas
ures. In either of the latter events the tax base 
will be 1'broadened." 

Argument against: Revisions of tax systems 
which have followed the adoption of tax limits 
have been characterized by indirect, regres· 
sive taxes and as such represent retrogression 
rather than reform. 
The claim that tax limitation brings tax re

form is discredited by the facts. Tax limitation 
has caused law makers to seek new sources of 
taxation, and in desperation and haste they have 
seized upon the tax which has been advocated, 
for obvious reasons, by real estate interests, 
manufacturers, and big income taxpayers, 
namely, the sales tax. No competent authority, 
we believe, would call the sales tax a reform. 
It broaden~ the tax base it is true, but in the 
wrong direction. The poorer the man, the heavier 
his tax in proportion to his means. The renter 
will most certainly pay out more in sales taxes 
than any small savings which he may realize 
in lower rents. Generally the home owner and 
the small farmer will lose too. Their property 
taxes may be cut, but they will have to pay a 
general sales tax on most of what they buy, and 
the balance will usually be on the wrong side 
of the ledger. These are the classes which are 
least able to increase at this time their contribu
tions to government. Yet they are the inevitable 
scapegoats. 

A second objectionable feature of the more 
expedient replacement taxes is that they are col
lected from persons other than those who are 
expected to bear the final burden. Walter Lipp
mann has recently stressed the effects of such in
direct taxes upon government expenditures. "It 
is plain," he writes, "that unless some way can 
be found to make the costs as visible as the ex
penditures, the power to spend will be exercised 
irresponsibly and will be at the mercy of pressure 
groups. There is no way to keep expenditures in 
check, if the peo~le do not realize that they are 
paying the bill." 

One other aspect of tax limitation has hitherto 
escaped the notice of many proponents. A prime 
reason for the slow advent of tax reform in many 
states has been a clash of interests between urban 
and rural elements. Tax limitation simply adds 
to this conflict and constitutes a further obstacle 
to reform. In the first place, some administrative 

"Today and Tomorrow (syndicated article), Jan. 16, 1936. 

machinery has to be set up to allocate the over-all 
limit between the several local governments. 
Examples are the county tax adjusttnent board 
in Indiana, the county budget commission in 
Ohio, and the county tax allocation board in 
Michigan. A fight naturally follows between 
the rural and urban units in each county for 
control of these boards or commissions. In the · 
second place, the rural and urban areas fight over 
allocation of the state-collected, locally shared 
replacement taxes. Complaints on one side or 
the other are endless. The following excerpt 
comes from an Ohio newspaper editorial, favor
able in principle to tax limitation, but regretful 
of the urban-rural conflict: 10 

The three-cornered controversy in Columbus
among school, city and county officials--over the dis
tribution of sales tax revenues is illuminating if not 
pleasant. It emphasizes the fact that tax limitation 
policies, however admirable in principle, have made 
local units increasingly dependent upon state aid; 
hence have developed bitter rivalry for funds al
located by the state. The roots of this controversy 
go back to the ro-mill tax limitation. 

What have the authorities to say about the 
so-called "tax reform" which is brought about 
by over-all limitations? Professor Jensen of the 
University of Kansas, after examining the tax 
structures of tax limit states, concluded that 
tax limitation tends to bring about a "broader" 
tax base. But he adds: 11 

I am not disposed to claim this forcing power as 
a merit for tax limitation. On the contrary, I should 
regard this aspect as a serious objection to tax limita
tion .. , . It has stampeded the states into the adop
tion of a tax .which I for one consider a bad tax, 
and has retarded, perhaps, the adoption of a better 
tax, namely one on income. On the score of the in
come tax it certainly can not be said that tax limita
tion has tended to force its adoption. 

Professor Jensen goes even further and sug
gests that tax limitation prevents citizens from 
giving adequate consideration to their fiscal 
problems. He ascribes, in part, the low rank to 
which Ohio's tax system has generally been rel
egated to the fact that the money, energy, and 
intelligence of tax-interested citizens have been 
drained off into a more or less futile controversy 
over tax limitation. 

R. C. Atkinson of The Ohio Institute offers 
evidence that Ohio, by drastic tax limitation, has 

10The Dayton Herald, Dec. x6, 1936. 
u"Property Tax Limitations," Taxbits, Feb. 1935, pp. 6·7· 
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secured inequitable shifts in the tax bu.rden 
rather than tax reform: 12 

••. the cost of local government has been thrust 
more largely onto the class without property and 
upon the small home owner who is undoubtedly 
paying more in sales taxes than he is saving in his 
property tax bill. On the other hand, the large real 
estate holder and the corporation, which is exempt 
from the sales tax on most of its purchases, are 
enjoying a substantial degree of tax reduction. 

Professor Lutz of Princeton University 
writes: 13 

Resort to tax limitation in order to force tax reform 
seems like a combination of unnecessary effort and 
bad logic. It suggests the crazy man's way of pre
venting the bath tub from overflowing by dipping 
out the water instead of closing the tap. The voters 
who do not own property must be persuaded to ap
prove tax relief for the other fellow, namely the 
property owner, as. a preliminary to securing the 
adoption of taxes to which they will surely con
tribute, such as those on sales, incomes or com
modities. 

Suffice it to add that more than a dozen of 
the country's highest authorities on tax matte.rs 
have condemned tax limitation in no uncertam 
terms. These authorities are not defenders of the 
status quo. Many of them are in the forefront 
of the battle for equitable tax revision. But they 
recognize in tax limitation an opponent rather 
than an ally in their fight. 

GOVERNMENTAL ECONOMY 

Argument for over-all limits: State and local 
government expenditures are excessive because 
of waste, inefficiency, and extravagance. Tax 
limitation, by reducing revenues and broaden
ing the tax base, will effectively curb such ex
cesses. 
The proponents of over-all tax limit~t.ion have 

built their case largely upon two propositions: (I) 
Real estate should bear a smaller proportion of 
the total tax burden; and (2) the total tax burden 
should be reduced by cutting governmental 
costs. The fust of these propositions has been 
presented in an earlier section; it is to the second 
that we now turn. 

Tax limitation is expected by its advocates to 
reduce property taxes by more than the amount 

,."Stringent Tax Limitation and Its Effects in Ohio," 
Propt:Tty Tax Limitation Laws •. ~d1te~ by Gl~n Leet and 
Ro~rt M. Paige, Public AdminiStration Service No. 36, 
Chicago, 1936, p. 74· 

u "Motives Behind the Tax Limitation Movement," Prop
erty Tax Limitation Laws, p. 18. 

of any replacement revenues which they may 
occasion. It is not anticipated that the difference 
will be made up out of borrowing, but rather 
that budgets will be slashed. This retrenchment, 
forced by revenue reductions, will come largely, 
it is contended, from that part of the budget now 
devoted to "waste, inefficiency, and extrava
gance." It is admitted that this is not a painless 
process. 

Neither is a surgical operation. But when the 
patient's life is saved, and he is assured of good 
health in the future, the operation is deemed suc
cessful. This is happening in the tax field, but it 
is taking drastic action to bring it about. 14 

Moreover, a broadening of the tax base, by 
placing more people in the taxpayer category, is 
expected to stimulate a greater citizen interest 
in government. This in itself should tend to 
curb waste and inefficiency. 

Argument against: There is little or no reason 
to expect the removal or substantial reduction 
of sheer waste and inefficiency through the 
channels of tax limitation. The major reduc
tions will come in essential governmental 
services. 
In identifying themselves with the opponents 

of governmental extravagance, the real estate 
interests have invited the support of all public
spirited citizens. In these tactics they have kept 
on safe ground. No one condones waste and 
inefficiency; and the public has always been 
quick to believe the worst of the city hall. The 
charge carries enough truth to lend it plausibility. 
There is much room for improvement in public 
administration, just as there is throughout a large 
segment of private business. But one must be 
gullible indeed to think that this will come 
through tax limitation. The proponents are say
ing in substance that if the tax rate is limited 
by the constitution to a figure sufficient to raise 
funds adequate only for the bare public neces
sities, economically and honestly administered, 
though the administration be carried on by the 
same inefficient and perhaps corrupt officials, 
the extravagances and the corruption will auto
matically slough off, and the funds so limited 
will be efficiently, economically, and honestly 
applied in the places where the public need is 
greatest. 

The only way to put an end to all extrava
gance in government is to put an end to govern
ment itself. Much can be done to reduce 

14 National Association of Real Estate Boards, op. cit., p. 10. 
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inefficiency, however, if the problem is ap
proached directly and in a constructive manner. 
Tax limitation fails in this respect. It does little 
or nothing to improve government structure, 
procedures, or personnel. It is first and last a 
self-centered movement for reduction of prop
erty taxes. 

Dr. Mabel Walker, Executive Secretary of the 
Tax Policy League, has effectively answered the 
efficiency argument. 15 

As a cure for governmental extravagance tax 
limitation is a simple solution; but unfortunately, 
like many simple remedies, the results prove dis
appointing. The fever that comes with a cold will 
not be satisfactorily disposed of by placing the 
patient in a draft and applying ice packs. Some 
more scientific technique is necessary to restore 
physical health to the patient. It is equally futile to 
try to bring about a healthy condition of efficiency 
and economy in local governments by forcing them 
into financi~ strait-jackets caused by rigorous tax 
limits. . 

Over-all tax. limitation is apt to weaken the 
effectiveness of local budgetary practices. The 
ordinary procedure under an over-all limit is 
to set up a county board which allocates avail
able local tax rates among local governments in 
accordance with what are presumed to be their 
respective .needs. As a means of establishing 
needs, budgets are submitted by all local units. 
This might at first glance appear to be a stimulus 
to good budgeting, but this is not true of munic
ipalities in states which have well conceived and 
effective local budget laws. The reason for this 
failure is not far to seek. The budgeting body of 
each municipality is anxious to impress the 
county board with its own needs. What better 
means than by padding the budget? At best it 
will have little enough to run the government, 
and there is little danger that citizens will pro
test this practice. 

There is another reason why tax limitation will 
tend to weaken budgeting. Citizens lose interest 
in the budget as an instrument for expenditure 
control when they are led to believe that expendi
tures are pegged at a certain level and when 
budgeting processes are complicated beyond ordi
nary comprehension, as in West Virginia. There 
is still less citizen interest when they realize that 
some other authority, such as a county budget 
commission, really has the final control. No ade
quate substitute in a local representative democ
racy has been found for citizen interest in ex-

11 "Tax Limits Prove Unwise," Taxbits, Dec. 1933, p. 2. 

penditures. The American cities which rank 
highest in civic achievement are those in which 
there is a strong local pride and an active citizen 
participation in the governmental process, Losses 
of such intangibles cannot be measured by statis
tical means, but they are none the less real. 

Proponents would perhaps not claim that all 
tax rates in excess of the proposed maximum 
limit represent unnecessary expenditures, nor 
that variations in tax rates between different 
localities are due wholly to differences in ef
ficiency. Yet such is the logic of a proposal for 
rigid and uniform tax limitation. 

Since differences in tax rates are due more to 
differences in services than to differences in ef
ficiency, the reductions effected by tax limitation 
cannot possibly be confined to wasteful aspects 
of the budget. It is, in fact, entirely possible that 
the percentage cuts in essential services may ex
ceed those in other portions of the budget. 0£ 
course, it must be recognized that there is no 
agreement as to what are essential services and 
what are extravagances. Those things which ap
pear least necessary to the proponents of tax 
limitation may prove the most inflexible portions 
of the budget. 

It is possible, of course, that tax limitation may 
be accompanied or followed by what appear to 
be more or less adequate replacement revenues. 
In this event loss of essential governmental 
services may be largely avoided. But there is al
most inevitably some disruption in services, either 
because of a time lag between the loss of property 
taxes and the receipt of replacement revenues, or 
because the replacement revenues, though aggre
gating as much as the reduction in property taxes, 
are distributed to the various levels of local 
governments disproportionately to their losses of 
property tax revenue. 

The National Municipal Review, which is 
representative of citizens' reform organizations 
the country over, has tilted its lance sufficiently 
often at waste and inefficiency in local govern
ment to be able to escape the charge of defending 
or condoning any such conditions. If tax limi
tation were a means to the end of eliminating 
waste and producing efficiency in government, 
the Review would be found among the loudest 
of its defenders. Instead, it finds after careful 
scrutiny of experience "that tax limitation repre
sents probably the most serious immediate menace 
with which local self-government and sound pub
lic finance is faced ~t the present time." 16 

11Editorial comment, Nov. 1935, p. 6os. 
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TAX DELINQUENCY 

Argum~nt for ov~-a/1 limits: Ov~r-a/1 tax 
limitation will reduc~ tax delinquency. 
Undoubtedly tax delinquency is an undesirable 

thing. It disrupts fiscal operations, increases the 
cost of tax collection, dislocates the tax burden, 
and, when carried to the point of tax sales or 
foreclosures of tax liens, results in loss of property 
and other hardships to taxpayers. The sheer bur
den of property taxes is advanced by the pro
ponents of limitation as an important cause of tax 
delinquency, and over-all tax limitation has been 
an effective means of reducing property taxes in 
most states where adopted. It would be expected 
that over-alllimits would reduce tax delinquency; 
in fact, proponents maintain that in some juris
dictions the decrease in delinquencies has more 
than offset the decrease in tax levies so that cash 
collections have actually been increased in the 
face of lower levies. 17 

R~buttal 

This argument is plausible, but it_s propo_ne~ts 
have brought forth little or no ev1dence m 1ts 
support. The mere fact that delinqu:ncy h~s 
been reduced in tax limit states is meamngless m 
view of similar reports from non-tax limit states. 
Available data are meager and scattered, but 
such as they are, they suggest th~t tax _red_uctions 
in tax limit states have been of ltttle s1gmficance 
in improving collections. (~e~ C~apte~ IV.) It is 
our conclusion that tax hmuauons 1gnore the 
more important causes of del~nque~cy, such as 
improper land development, meqwtable assess
ment, and lax collection procedures. The_ cam
paign against tax delinquency must be earned on 
along a much broader front if it. is ~o be truly 
effective. In view of the many obJecuon~ to ~ax 
limitation we feel that the small contnbutwn 
which it offers in the way of reduced delinquency 
would be dearly purchased. 

MUNICIPAL CREDIT 

Argum~nt for ov~r-alllim_its: An. 011~-all tax 
limit which includes levtes for tnt~est an_d 
principal on debts _subs~qu~ntly incurred wt~l 
discourag~ borrowmg and tmprov~ th~ publtc 
credit. .

11 
b 

Proponents claim that municipal credit w1 e 
improved because of such alleged re.sults of over
all tax limitation as improvement m real estate 
values, reduction in tax delinquency,. a more 
equitable tax system, and more economical gov-

" National Association of Real Estate Boards, op. rit., p. 8. 

ernment. But their main contention concerning 
the improvement of municipal credit is that 
further borrowing will be restricted and that 
cities will shift to a pay-as-you-go basis. 

Argument against: Over-all tax limitation 
s~iously injures munidpal credit and ~tJec
tively destroys a pay-as-you-go policy. 
Part of the proponents' argument cannot be 

taken seriously. Increases in real estate values are 
of no real significance to creditors if municipali
ties are deprived of powers to tax them at rates 
which will produce as much revenue as can be 
raised in the absence of tax limits. Nor is the 
creditor interested in a more equitable tax system; 
what is important to him is an adequate and 
stable tax revenue, and few if any sources of 
revenue have proved more reliable in these re
spects than the locally administered property tax. 
Economical government is of interest to the 
creditor if the economy does not extend to debt 
service. But the creditor is always confronted 
under over-all tax limitation with the danger 
that the city will default rather than sacrifice any 
large measure of governmental services. 

The constitutional measure advocated by pro
ponents would bring all debt service, whethe_r f?r 
prior or future debt, within the over-all hmit. 
But first two other ways of treating debt service 
will be briefly discussed. . 

An over-all limit may exclude all debt service. 
On the surface, it would appear that municipal 
credit would not be affected by such a measure 
since debt service would be payable out of an 
unlimited ad valorem tax. But if the limit were 
low debt service might still be affected. Unable 
to finance all services under the limit, the temp
tation might be to resort to bond issues for operat
ing expenses, or to allow judgments to be ~aken 
against the city and later to fund these Judg
ments. If such temptations were too often yielded 
to, the city's credit would be seriously weakened. 
Nevertheless a limit of this type would be less 
drastic in its immediate effects than if debt serv
ice in whole or in part were brought within the 
~~ . 

Another type of limit includes all ~ebt service 
on obligations incurred after adoptwn of the 
measure, but excludes debt service on all prior 
debt. Under such a limit a city may have two 
types of debt outstanding, one but in.directly a£. 
fected by tax limitation, the other ~Irectly. _F~r 
a time at least the price of bonds outs.1de the l~m1t 
might not react unfavorably or concelVa~ly mig_ht 
even rise. Obviously it would be unfa1r to c1te 
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either price reaction as an example that tax limi
tation is not adverse to municipal credit, since 
it is ,n«;>t indicative of current borrowing power. 
Eventually, however, prior debts might be a£. 
fected adversely. If the limit were drastic, the 
city might be tempted to divert to current pur
poses the money for servicing prior debt. The 
prices of these bonds would then suffer. More
over, since retirement would not ease the strain 
under the debt limit, there would be no great 
incentive to reduce this indebtedness. 

The measure generally advocated would bring 
all debt service under the limit. If coupled with 
a low rate, this is the most drastic type of over-all 
limitation. It will be assumed throughout the 
succeeding discussion that the limit is low, 
that the result is a drastic cut in rates 
available for current operating expenses, and that 
pressure will be exerted to maintain municipal 
services at as high a level as possible. 

First, .wliat will be the effect on municipal 
credit? Thei:e'.are two common evidences of the 
credit status of a given municipality: (x) The 
price at which outstanding bonds are selling; 
and (2) the price which may be obtained on 
new issues bearing a given rate of interest. Both 
evidences will reflect the unfavorable reaction 
of investors to enactment of the above type of 
limit. Prices on bonds outstanding will fall be
cause of doubt as to the ability or willingness 
of the municipality to meet its debt payments 
when essential municipal services go begging. 
The prices on new flotations will also be adversely 
affected, because the attorney's opinion must be 
that the bonds are payable out of limited ad 
valorem taxes. Bonds with qualified opinions do 
not invite the confidence of investors. Bid prices 
will be low, and interest rates must be set high 
because of the risk factor. 

The effect of the proponents' measure on future 
debt growth must also be considered. A drastic 
limit encourages the accumulation of debt, even 
though the sale of bonds and the usual channels 
of short-term borrowing are partially closed. As 
long as services are required and some confidence 
remains, accumulations of unpaid bills for goods 
and services are, in time of need, inevitable. 
When the volume of floating debt becomes suf
ficiently large, the obligations can be funded, re
duced to judgments, or otherwise formally 
acknowledged. Thus new channels of forced bor
rowing are utilized, Sooner or later these debts 
must be paid or defaulted. 

If funding of current operating expenses is 
not possible under the law, other methods may 

be resorted to in the desperate attempt to main~ 
tain services. The debt laws of the state may allow 
deficiency bond issues. This kind of borrowing 
can go on for several years until debt service 
assumes such a large share of the budget that 
the process must cease. Still another method may 
be open. All debt falling due can be refunded, 
and money that would ordinarily go for debt re
tirement can be used for operating expenses or 
urgent capital needs. These refunding bonds are 
really deficiency bonds in disguise. Eventually, it 
may be necessary, though illegal, to divert sinking 
fund moneys if a decent level of municipal serv~ 
ices is to be maintained. Use of one or more of 
these methods may result in an increase in munic
ipal debt greater than would have occurred in 
the absence of the over-all limit. At least the 
general disrepute attaching to deficiency financ
ing would ser.iously injure municipal credit. 

The proponents' measure may also lead to de
faults. If debt service on borrowings for current 
expenses gradually assumes a larger and larger 
share in the current budget, the point will be 
reached where either essential services must be 
cut still further or the municipality must default. 
Citizen pressure may force a default so that all 
debt service moneys can be used for operating 
expense or capital improvements. 

Many authorities point to the disastrous effects 
upon municipal credit. Dr. Frederick L. Bird, 
Director of Municipal Research for Dun & Brad
street, the nation's most reliable credit agency, 
writes unequivocably: 18 

One of the. most serious consequences of tax rate 
limits is their detrimental effect on municipal credit. 
This in itself should be sufficient to insure abandon
ment of the movement, because good credit is indis
pensable to the functioning of local government. 

John S. Linen, Vice President of the Chas~ 
National Bank and Chairman of the Municipal 
Securities Committee of the Investment Bankers' 
Association of America, has declared that tax 
limits will substantially increase the cost of munic
ipal borrowing because of their effect upon the 
security afforded creditors. 10 Henry Hart, 
Detroit investment banker, has condemned 
tax limits without qualification. "It is nothing 
less than tragic," he writes, "to see the progress 
of this movement, promoted by those so 
largely responsible for one of the major causes 

28"Thc Effect of Tax Rate Limits on Municipal Credit," 
National Munidpal RetJiew, Nov. 1935, p. 6o7. 

,.."Tax Limitation: In~eased Tendency to Enact Legisla· 
tion," lntJettment Banking, Jan. 31, 1936, pp. 172•173• 
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of the financial ills of our cities today-unjustified 
real estate expansion. It hits municipal credit a 
blow between the eyes." 20 

The Investment Bankers' Association has long 
been opposed to tax limits. Its Municipal Securi
ties Committee maintains that debt limits should 
be stressed, not tax limits. If local governments 
are borrowing too much, the solution is to restrict 
their borrowing power. No restrictions, however, 
should be placed on the ability of a municipality 
to pay its obligations, once they have been in
curred. 

The reaction of investors to tax limitation has 
already closed certain markets to bonds issued 
under over-all tax limits. The federal govern
ment makes no PW A general obligation loans 
to municipalities which are unable to pledge un
limited ad valorem taxes for their payment. The 
New York Banking Law has been amended so 
that savings banks in New York State will not be 
allowed to purchase bonds issued after December 
31, 1938 which are payable from limited tax 
levies. In Illinois one qualification of legal in
vestments for insurance companies is that the 
bonds be payable from unlimited ad valorem 
taxes. Many other examples are available of poor 
or non-existent money markets which would 
show the low status of municipal credit resulting 
from over-all limitation. 

Nor must we ignore the effects of the proposed 
limit on a pay-as-you-go policy, though there are 
few cities today in any state on such a basis. 
Generally the policy is not possible for small 
cities and villages, and medium-sized cities can 
adopt such a plan but partially. Probably only t~e 
large metropolitan governments can finance thetr 
capital needs 100 per cent on a pay-as-you-go 
basis. But proponents claim that "cities" will be 
forced to adopt such a policy. The argument 
ignores the impracticability of pay-as-you-go for 
most cities; also that the very essence of a tax 
rate limit is its rigidity. If capital improvements 
are to be financed out of current budgets, the tax 
rate must go up in years when capital improve
ment needs are extraordinary. 

If a city is now on a pay-as-you-go basis, ei~h~r 
partially or wholly, the effect of an ove.r-all hmtt 
is predictable. Farsightedness would dtctate that 
the city continue on this policy, eve? though 
levies in the current budget for capnal needs 
would have to be reduced. Pressure, however, 
would be placed on public officials to a.dopt a 
short-run viewpoint, that is, to use the entire cur-

*'" A Bond Man Views Municipal Credit," Municipal 
Financr, Nov, 1934, p. 29. 

rent budget for operating expenses and to borrow 
for capital needs. 

If a city is not already on a total or partial 
pay-as-you-go plan, there is no reason to expect 
it to shift to that basis under the compulsion of 
an over-all limit. If there is a margin under the 
limit for capital improvement levies, there is a 
still greater margin for the payment of debt 
service on new borrowings. The pressure will be 
to use the entire tax rate for current services. 
Eventually, however, if further borrowing be
comes impossible, the city will have to choose be
tween levies for current expenses and levies for 
replacements or betterments. Before that alterna· 
tive is reached, of course, default as a "way out" 
may have been resorted to. 

The consensus of experts seems to be that 
under a low over-all limit, the levies of most 
municipalities will be exhausted for operating 
expenses and existing debt service, so that it will 
be necessary to borrow for all capital needs or 
allow the community to stagnate for lack of im
provements. Harold D. Smith, Secretary of the 
Michigan Municipal League, comments on the 
Michigan situation: 21 

A pay-as-you-go program for capital improve
ments is equally impossible under such a rigid tax 
limitation. As the pressure for capital improvements 
increases, without doubt the amendment will be 
modified in this respect. 

Carl H. Chatters, Executive Director of the 
Municipal Finance Officers' Association of the 
United States and Canada, strongly condemns 
tax limitations because of their effect on the 
pay-as-you-go policy. To quote from a speech 
made by him in New Jersey: 22 

Perhaps the greatest condemnation of the plan, 
aside from its failure to provide replacement taxes, 
is the fact that it closes the door to the most adequate 
financial remedy, namely, the adoption of a pay-as
you-go plan for future improvements. Cities would 
be forced to borrow for all improvements and would 
find it necessary to refund existing debt. Since the 
principal difficulty in New Jers~y ~s t~e debt burd~n, 
it is difficult to see how such a hm1tat1on could bnng 
about anything but absolute chaos. 

EQUITABLE ASSESSMENT 

Argument for over-all limits: Over-all/imita
tion will result in more equitable assessment of 
property for tax purposes. 

~Limitation in Michigan," Property Ta:t Limitatio,. 
Laws, p. 67. 

a "Tax Limitation-A Movement Backwards," New Jersey 
Municipalzttu, Mar. 1936, p. JO, 
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· The proponents contend that gross inequali
ties now exist in the assessment of property. Much 
perSQnalty, especially intangible property, is not 
placed on the rolls, and many individual parcels 
of real estate likewise escape their share of the 
tax burden because they. are under-assessed in 
comparison with other property. Adoption of 
their proposal, it is claimed, will assist sub
stantially in remedying this situation. 

This argument is two-fold. First, it is con
tended that the lower rate under the over-alllimit 
will encourage fuller declaration by taxpayers of 
personal property, both tangible and intangible, 
thereby promoting equity among taxpayers. 
Secondly, with a lower tax rate a larger total 
assessment will be necessary to raise a given 
amount of taxes. It is expected that pressure for 
revenue will induce assessors to raise the value 
of property already on the rolls more nearly to 
its full assessable value. Although the attainment 
of the statutory assessment level may seem second
ary to the attainment of uniformity at any level, 
it is generally agreed that uniformity is more 
likely to obtain when the assessment level closely 
approaches full value than when it is low. 

Argument against: Tax limitation, although it 
·is mildly conducive to fuller declaration of 
property., encourages manipulation of assess
ments to meet local fiscal needs and tends to 
weaken the effectiveness of state supervision of 
local assessment practices. 
It is true that a lower tax rate should make for 

some disclosure of property which is now with
held from the assessment rolls on the ground that 
taxes are confiscatory. However, most of the 
property now escaping is intangible property, 
which will not respond readily to a reduction of 
tax rates even to the impossibly low level pro
posed by the National Association of Real Estate 
Boards. Three things are needed to bring intan
gibles onto the tax rolls: (x) Greater vigor and 
resourcefulness on the part of assessors; {2) a 
tax rate of only a few mills per dollar; and (3) 
other laws which will assist the assessor in his 
efforts to locate such property. None is dependent 
upon over-all tax limitation for real estate, except 
the dependence be one of political expediency. 

Under the traditional organization of local 
governments in this country the assessor has no 
control over tax levies. He has the sole duty of 
assessing property; the amount of the levy is 
fixed by adoption of the budget; and the tax rate 
is determined by dividing the levy by the assess
ment. When an over-all limit is enacted, the 

assessor becomes an assessor of taxes as well as 
of property. Tremendous pressure is then exerted 
to induce him to manipulate the level of assess
ments. Three alternatives are open to the him: 
( 1) He can make an honest and courageous effort 
to adhere to the assessment standard prescribed 
by law; (2) he can purposely keep assessments 
low to protect taxpayers from high levies; (3) he 
can purposely inflate assessments to permit a levy 
which he or those to whom he is responsible be
lieve adequate for the conduct of government. 

If the over-all limit were drastic, the tax rate 
would be predetermined as the maximum rate. 
The assessor would then be urged to produce a 
total assessment which would bring in the needed 
funds at this rate. This would often encourage 
substantial over-assessment. The evils of over
assessment, if not as well known from experience, 
are as patent as those of under-assessment. In
equalities are almost certain to develop, com
plaints to reviewing agencies multiply, the debt 
base is inflated, and a false picture of municipal 
affairs is created. On the other hand, particularly 
if assessors are elected, property owners will exert 
pressure to keep the assessment level low, whereas, 
in the absence of tax limitation, they are primarily 
concerned with a uniform assessment level. 

At the same time that over-all tax limitation 
encourages manipulation of local assessments it 
weakens state control of assessment procedures. 
In four of the nine tax limit states, the state 

· government has retired from the property tax 
field, leaving the full amount of the maximum 
tax rate to its political subdivisions. In at least 

· three of these states this "separation of sources" 
may be traced directly to the tax limitation move
ment. The result, if we may judge from the ex
perience of other states, will be a deterioration in 
local assessments not only for lack of state equali
zation but because vigorous state supervision iS: 
jeopardized when the state's financial stake in 
the property tax is lost. There is no question but 
that the movement for separation of state and 
local revenue sources, though generally dis
credited by tax students the country over, has been 
given new life by over-all tax limitation. 

REALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS 

Argument for over-all limits: Over-all tax 
limitation will bring about needed reallocation 
of administrative and financial responsibilities 
for governmental functions. 
The reduction it!- property taxes effected by 

over-all tax limitation usually makes it necessary 
for the state to utilize its broader taxing powers 
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eithe~ to perf~rm, or to give financial support to, 
functwns whtch were formerly locally adminis
tered and locally financed. It is also contended 
that functional transfers between state and local 
governments and among local governments are 
encouraged by the pressure for economy resulting 
from loss of property taxes. The proponents of 
tax limitation point to these reallocations of func
tions and financial responsibilities as govern
mental reforms. The argument rests upon the 
two-fold assumption of greater economy and 
better equalization of tax burdens in support of 
functions which are state-wide in character. 

Argum~nt against: Reallocation as forc~d by 
tax limitation t~nds to undermin~ home rul~ 
and to destroy local initiative. Furthermor~, it 
relaxes expenditure control by separating too 
widely the responsibility for collection of funds 
and their expenditure. 
Many of the transfers of administrative and 

financial responsibilities between the state and its 
political subdivisions, and among local govern
ments themselves, which have occurred during 
the last six years have not been the result of over
all tax limitation but of other pressures for govern
mental economy and reorganization. Greater 
state participation in school costs, for example, has 
by no means been confined to tax limit states. 

Of course, all possible transfers of functions to 
state governments do not result in more efficient 
and economical administration, else there would 
be little excuse for the continued existence of local 
governments. This has generally been recognized 
in tax limit states; the reallocations have largely 
been restricted to shifts in financial responsibility. 
But there are those who view with alarm any 
substantial increase in the financial dependence 
of local governments. We are reminded that he 
who pays the piper calls the tune, and that en
croachment upon home rule is the inevitable 
price of increased state aid. Local initiative and 
local interest are sacrificed with loss of local con
trol. It is true that state participation in local 
affairs is desirable in the interests of higher 
standards and better coordination of efforts, but, 
if this participation is carried ~oo far, it. w!ll 
jeopardize many of the values whtch now extst m 
our system of local government. . . 

There is another objection to large tncreases tn 
state aid which should be mentioned in passing. 
It is argued by some that the political unit which 
spends funds should be required to raise. them 
directly from its own citizens. The extensiOn of 
state-collected, locally shared taxes is looked upon 

in the same light as an extension of indirect 
taxation. Money which is handed out from the 
state treasury is spent much more lightly than 
money which must be raised locally. 

Citizens are most familiar with local govern
ments and can give closest attention to them. It 
is difficult to believe that removing local control 
and focusing attention upon the state as the cen
tral source of municipal activity would improve 
administration of these local units. The property 
tax is the only major revenue that is locally 
assessed, locally collected, and locally expended, 
and it should not be traded too hastily for a tin 
cup and a pair of dark glasses. 

CONSTITimONAL LIMITATION 

Argument for over-all limits: Over-all limita
tion should be placed beyond legislative control 
in order to assure real ~state of more or less 
permanent relief from an excessive tax burden. 
The proponents of over-all limitation are not 

content with statutory limitation; they would 
imbed their proposal in state constitutions. This 
they feel to be necessary if relief to real estate 
is to be prolonged for more than a few years. 
Experience demonstrates a tendency for the cost 
of government to rise almost uninterruptedly. 
In the absence of constitutional restrictions on the 
legislative power, it is believed that new costs of 
government will quickly induce restoration of 
property taxes to the level from which they may 
have been reduced by statutory limitation. 

Argument against: A constitutional over-all 
limit precludes ready adaptation of the fiscal 
system to changing conditions. 
Leading tax students the country over have 

waged a long battle against state constitutional 
restrictions upon the taxing power. The wisdom 
of their position is attested by experience. Those 
state legislatures acting under little or no consti
tutional restriction, far from adopting radical or 
vicious tax measures, have exercised their powers 
with judicious restraint. At the same time, they 
have in several cases pioneered in the develop
ment of taxes which have later been adopted 
throughout the nation. In states with constitu
tional restrictions, unless constitutional amend
ment has been greatly facilitated, quite a different 
picture obtains. Tax systems are out-of-date and 
changes are frustrated, not through understand
ing protests against change, but out of the in· 
ertia, fear, and general misunderstanding which 
permeate votes upon constitutional matters. 

None of us is capable of predicting the future. 
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The path of the recent depression is strewn with 
the wrecks of those who mistook their powers of 
hinl,fsight for the gift of foresight. Yet the pro
ponents of over-all limitation would have us at
tempt now to solve the problems of the next 
generation, for-let no one delude himself-:.con
stitutional tax limits, once adopted, will persist 

· in the face of apparently overwhelming objec
tion. 

Constitutions are not the place for such mat
ters as property tax limitation. Such instruments 
have been adopted in order to set up the frame
work of government and to preserve to the 
people the right of continued self-government. 
Constitutional tax limitation is the very negation 
of these purposes. It has nothing to do with the 
framework of government, and, instead of pre
serving self-government, it effectively restricts the 
exercise of one of its most important aspects
the power to provide funds with which to 
operate as ··a self-sustaining unit. Good practice 
demands· broad and general constitutional pro
visions capabfe of meeting the variety of condi
tions which, if they do not already exist, are 
bound to develop in any political body. 

It will probably be admitted that the rigid 
limitation of all taxes by constitutional means 
would be fatal to the orderly conduct of govern
ment. Why then should the bars be lowered 
to one group and not to another? If owners of 
real estate find shelter under the constitution, why 
not the theatergoers? the smokers? the owners 
of motor vehicles? the consumers? the wage 
earners? Constitutional protection of this sort 
must not be reserved to those who can form the 
most effective pressure group. It must be ex
tended to all alike-or denied to all. 

UNIFORM MAXIMUM RATES 

Argument against over-all limits: An over-all 
limit .which applies uniformly throughout a 
state fails to allow for differences in local re
sources and local needs. 
Ori its very face an over-all tax limit is an un

sound approach to an adequate control of local 
government expenditures. A rigid over-all rate as 
low as that proposed by the real estate boards 
is virtually the equivalent of a fixed rate. Yet it is 
well known that communities now levy widely 
different rates. If these differences were due 
solely to differences in assessment levels or dif
ferences in the efficiency of local government, 
there would be more virtue in the strait-jacket 
method proposed. But there are other more im
portant causes of rate differentials, such as di£. 

ferences in local resources, differences in the 
services demanded of and performed by local 
governments, and differences in the whole scale 
of government operations. 

Differences in community resources are well 
illustrated by a comparison of the cities of Brook
line and Lawrence, Massachusetts. Brookline, a 
wealthy community within the Boston metropoli
tan area, has a per capita assessment of $3,400 and 
a tax rate of a little over 2%. Lawrence, on the 
other hand, is an industrial city with a per capita 
assessment of just under $I,ooo and a tax rate of 
nearly 4%· Moreover a large ·city presents prob
lems totally different from those of a small village. 
With a more crowded population there is greater 
need for police and fire protection, for traffic con
trol, for health and sanitation measures, for busi
ness regulation, for recreational facilities. These 
needs are not offset by equally high resources or 
by economies in large scale operations; hence the 
present necessity for higher property tax rates 
in urban districts. Drastic constitutional tax limi
tation simply ignores these inherent and long
standing differences. Each community in turn 
is laid in a Procrustean bed so short that few 
escape the knife. 

Any state may be chosen at random to prove 
the existence of wide variations in total tax rates 
applied to property within various municipalities. 
Massachusetts 1936 rates ranged from 1.3% in 
Greenwich to 5.6% in Savoy; Connecticut 1935 
rates, from 0.5% in Shennan to 3·flo in Volun
town; New Jersey 1935 rates, from x% in Rose
land Borough to I2.f/o in Bornegat City 
Borough; and Colorado 1936 rates, from o.s% in 
Minturn to 11.7% in Aurora. New York cities 
levied 1935 rates varying from 2.2% in Auburn to 
6.7% in Plattsburg; and 1933 urban rates in Wis
consin ranged from 1.6% in Green County to 
4·3% in Forest County. 

If there is any virtue at all in tax limitation, it 
surely does not lie in the drastic, uniform measure 
which is being pressed by the real estate interests. 
A speed limit which is suitable for push carts 
is hardly adaptable to bicycles, horses, and auto
mobiles alike. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion it may be stated that tax limi
tation is not the constructive plan for better 
government that it pttrports to be but, instead, 
a movement for the benefit of a restricted group 
of property owners. 
The over-all tax 'limitation movement is well 

designed to accomplish one end-reduction in 
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real estate taxes. All of its other objectiv~ are 
professed in order to give it wider public appeal 
and cloak it in the guise of a movement for good 
government. 

In the beginning tax limitation proponents 
were more frank about their purpose. As one 
s~ated: "I heartily agree with Mr.-, who 
s1mply states that real estate must be relieved of 
inequitable taxes and he doesn't care howl" But 
they soon realized that the movement needed 
identification with social objectives, that if the 
aims of tax limitation were stated in broad terms 
-tax reform, simplification of the structure of 
government, equitable assessment, reduction of 
waste and inefficiency-the movement would not 
lack for supporters. 

If tax limitation were really intended to reduce 
the cost of government, it would be coupled with 
a constructive program for budgeting and audit
ing, better personnel, centralized purchasing, and 
governmental reorganization. If proponents were 
sincere about improved assessments, they would 
more directly address themselves to the major 
problems of assessors. And if tax limitation were 
a true reform measure, it would be accompanied 
by adequate and equitable replacement revenues. 

Many have doubtless rallied behind the tax 
limitation movement in the sincere belief that it 
represents a constructive force for good govern
ment. The following statement from a leading 
sponsor of the movement should serve to dis
illusion all such: 23 

I attribute much of our success in Ohio in attain
ing the I per cent limitation amendment to an un
usual and widespread public support by "butchers, 
bakers, and candlestick makers." We religiously 
avoided even peeping the words "sales tax," "income 
tax," and "other taxes." We kept our hands strictly 
off any suggestions for new taxes. Had we begun 
to suggest a state sales tax, or an income tax, or 
some other form of tax, we would immediately have 
incurred the enmity of groups and individuals 
specifically touched by such new taxes advocated. 
As it was, we aroused no antagonism by suggesting 
where the tax should be placed. We only used simple 
slogans such as "Save Our Home," "Fair Taxes for 
Real Estate," etc. 

Attempt after attempt was made by a certain 
group opposed to our limitation amendment to get 
us to come out specifically and state where replace
ment taxes should fall. They knew that would be our 
"Achilles' heel" and they were out to strike us in 
a weak and vulnerable spot. 

Whenever the protectors of other forms of wealth 
carry on their lobbying activities and organizations, 
they are not particularly interested where taxes fall 
so long as taxes do not fall on the particular thing 
they are trying to protect. Why, then, should the 
real estate interests seek to execute themselves and 
lose chances for their own protection by being 
pulled into this trap? I will agree that this is not 
the enlightened way to look upon the problem of 
solving our taxation mess. 

This quotation speaks for itself. Here we have 
a frank and open statement of the objective and 
the tactics of the proponents of this measure. 

IV. Experience in States with Over-All Limits 

FOR TUNA TELY no state need step blindly 
into over-all tax limitation. Rhode Island 
has had an over-all tax limit since 1878; 

Oklahoma since 1907; Ohio since 19n; Indiana, 
Michigan, Washington, and West Virginia since 
1932; and New Mexico since 1933· The experience 
of these eight states is available to those who 
choose to use it. 1 

Many commentators on tax limits have badly 
distorted and obscured the facts. Both opponents 
and proponents have been guilty of selecting their 
data to fit their case. We have attempted to escape 
a similar charge by marshalling all of the avail
able facts for each of the eight states, whether or 

•First tax letter from Adam Schantz, m, Chairman of 
National Committee on State and Local Taxation, National 
Association of Real Estate Boards. Italics are the authors .. 

1 Nevada experience is of little or no value because of Its 

unusually high rate (s%). 

not they support our conviction that tax rate 
limits are unwise. Where data are omitted, it is 
because they could not be secured and not be
cause they did not support our position. 

DECLINE IN PROPERTY TAXES 

The earlier over-all limits were designed to 
prevent or obstruct a rise in property taxes rather 
than to bring about an actual decline. This is 
particularly evident throughout the long history 
of tax limitation in Rhode Island and in the 3·If/o 
limit placed in the Oklahoma Constitution of 
1907· It was also true of the early Ohio law. 2 But 
the recent movement for tax limits has had a 
different purpose. The aim now is to force sub
stantial reductions in property taxes. This ob-

1 R. C. Atkinson, "Stringent Tax Limitation and Its Effects 
in Ohio," Proptt'ty Ta:r Limitation lAws, p. 6g. 



TABLE 2. PROPERTY TAX AssESSMENTs, LEVIES, AND AVERAGE TAX RATEs IN E~eH'l' STATES WITH OvER-ALL TAX LIMITs, 1929to 1935 

( ooo omitted in assessed valuations and "t~tal levies) 
INDIANA a _____ MICHIGAN 

Assessed Total Ave. tax Assessed Total Ave. tax 
valuation levy 

1929 $5,166,896 $144·598 
1930 5,161,073 133.92.8 
1931 5·073,241 140,094 
1932 3·994·598g 98,155g 
1933 3,66o,832 99,199 
1934 3>0J3>9I8 91,515 
1935 3·693,896 96·434 

OKLAHOMA 

1929 $r,829,675 
1930 1,85r,6o2 
1931 1,753,690 $68,944 
1932 1>409,664 
1933 1,232,731 56,182 
1934 1,258,686g 41·942g 
1935 1,233·781 44,123 

Souxce: Official state reports. 

•Intangibles excluded, 1933 ff. 
bfntangibles excluded, 1931 ff. 
"Intangibles excluded, 1929 ff. 

ratef 

% 
2·799 
2-595 
2.761 
2-457g 
2.710 
2·491 
2.6II 

% 

3·931 

4·558 
3·332g 
3·576 

dJntangibles exempt from property taxation. 

valuation levy 

$8,813,513 $278,869 
8,907,421 280,878 
8,2.62,954 267>394 
6,958,338 228,207 
6,166,414g 168,92oli 
6,024,227 167,271 
5,652,288 147·499 

RHoDE IsLAND c 

$1,147>610 $26,242 
1,170,579 26,68r 
1,201,808 27,786 
1•179,899 27,603 
1,141,842 26>438 
1,136,219 26,J04 
1,123,623 26,102 

•Includes real estate and public utility general property only. 
f Average tax rales were computed by dividing total levies by assessed valuation. 
g Year of adoption or substantial reduction of over-all tax rate limit. 

ratef 

% 
3.164 
3·153 
3·236 
3-280 
2·739g 
2-779 
2.610 

% 
2.287 
2.279 
2.312 
2.339 
2.315 
2.315 
2.323 

NEw MExic 0Hiob _____ 

Assessed Total Ave. tax Assessed Total Ave. tax 
valuation levy ratef valuation levy ratef 

% % 
$309.934 $II>439 3·691 $q,677•710 $303,197 2.216 

332·3°5 11,536 3·472 13>452,947 301,873 2.2.43 
331,801 12,107 3·649 10,003,960e 222,270" 2.221. 
315,074 1o,Si9 3-434 10,032,242 221,437 2.207 
285,643 9·946 3·482 8,782,651 197,238 2.240 
291,890g 7,J61g 2.659g 8,683,86xli x66,129g 1.9138 
285,002 7·877 2.764 

WASHINGTON --_--WEST VIRGINIA 

% % 
$1,250,904 $81,905 6.548 $2,033.993 $54,034 2.656 

1,263>470 79·995 6.331 2,010,264 53·1 84 2.645 
1,248,894 73·346 5·873 1,877,968 50,657 2.697. 
r,o55,1oo 66,442 6.297 I,OJI,276 43.1J46 2.62.3 

991,3668" 53·789g 5·426g 1,545,659g 26,o:z6lt r.684g 
965,151 48,368 5.011 1,537,685 25,640 r.668 

975.534 42,144 4·320 1,535·535 25,331 x.65o. 

co 
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~ 
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jective has been realized to a degree which has 
been gratifying, but not entirely satisfactory, to 
real estate interests. Having won partial victories, 
they are now campaigning for more stringent 
limitations which will allow of no increase over 
the basic rates by means of popular vote and 
which will embrace all debt service as well as 
all expenditures on functional activities. 

Table 2 shows for each of the eight states the 
recent trend in property assessments, total prop
erty tax levies, and average tax rates. The 
columns showing total levies clearly indicate sub
stantial reductions in property taxes in each year 
following the adoption of an over-all limit. 3 It 
is customary to credit all such reductions to the 
operation of the tax limit.* But to do so is to 
ignore the downward trend in property tax levies 
which existed over this period in most non-tax 
limit states as well as in tax limit states. This 
downward trend can be ascribed to a variety of 
causes. Probably the chief cause was the decline 
in property values which occurred between 1930 
and 1935, and which in turn forced a decline in 
assessed valuations. Lower total assessments 
would have necessitated higher tax rates had tax 
levies been maintained at their previous levels. 
But as Dr. Frederick L. Bird has so well re
marked, "Even where there are no restrictive 
limits to the rate, the taxpayers' traditional men
tal attitude renders it politically inexpedient and 
difficult to offset, even partially, the shrinkage in 
valuation by an increase in rate."5 Another con
tributing cause, appearing both in Ohio and 
Indiana during the period covered by this table, 
was the segregation of intangibles for special taxa
tion at a low rate. 

It is impossible to say what would have been 
the levy in any of these eight states in the abse?ce 
of tax limits, but there is at least a presumption 
that levies would have declined somewhat in pro
portion to the decline in assessed valuations in 
order to prevent an increase in average tax. rat~s. 
If this assumption is warranted, the de~h~e ~~ 
property taxes attributable to over-all .hm1ts. IS 
more clearly evidenctd by th~ colu~ns In ~h1ch 
average tax rates are listed. Th1s decline, wh1le not 
as precipitous as the decline in levies, has been 
substantial in most of the states.6 

'Throughout the tables in this chapter, the reduction in 
me Ohio over·all limit from r.s% to r% in 1933 and the 
Oklahoma n:duction from 3.15% to 1.7% in the same yef 
are treated in the same manner as original adopuons o 
over·all limits in other states. . 6 'National Association of Real Estate Boards, op. nt., P· I • 

'The Municipal Debt Load in 1935· Dun &: Bradstr~t, 
Inc., New York, 1935, P· 6. h 

'It is admittedly true that average property tax rates ave 

On the basis of this somewhat arbitrary as
sumption-that in the absence of tax limits, de
clines in assessed valuations would have produced 
proportionate declines in levies-we have shown 
in Table 3 the declines attributable solely to tax 
limitation. These data were computed by multi
plying total assessed valuations, in years in which 
the tax limit existed, by the tax rate which existed 
in the last year prior to the tax limitation law.7 

For example, it was assumed that the 1932 aver
age tax rate in Indiana would have been 2.761% 
(the 1931 average rate) in the absence of an over
all limit. The actual average rate for 1932 was 
0.304% less than this. When this 0.304% rate is 
applied to the 1932 assessment of 3,995 million 
dollars, a reduction of $12,144,000 in the levy is 
secured. Presumably this constituted the reduc
tion attributable exclusively to the over-all limit. 
Rhode Island is omitted from this table because no 
substantial change has occurred in its over-all 
tax limitation law since 1920. 

TABLE 3· DECREASES IN PROPERTY TAX LEVIES 

ATIRIBUTABLE SoLELY To TAX LIMITATION 

IN SEVEN STATES, 1932 to 1935 

Indiana 
Michigan 
New Mexico 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Washington 
West Virginia a 

Total 

( ooo omitted) 

1932 1933 1934 1935 
$12,144 $ 1,867 $ 9,920 s 5·541 

33,360 30,18I 37.870 
2,<l02 2,046 

28,917 b 
15,431 II,992 

8,635 12,412 19,286 
16,763 16,568 16,828 

12,144 60,625 n5,831 b 

•Tax reduction in West Virginia was computed by apply
ing the 1932 average tax rate to total assessments (including 
intangible property) for succeeding years. Figures in Table 
2, on the other hand, do not cover intangible property be
cause it is subject to the special rate of 0.5%. 

b Not available. 

It is interesting to note how much average tax 
rates in most of these states exceed the basic over
all rates. It may be that the decline in average 
rates will be a progressive matter in such of these 
states as now exclude prior debt service from the 
rate limit but require the servicing within the 
limitation of debt incurred subsequent to the 
adoption of the tax limit. As indebtedness out-

increased slightly in many non-tax limit states, so that this 
assumption is not completely in accord with the evidence. 
On the other hand, stringent limiu on property tax rates 
sometimes force a higher level of assess~ents than . w?u_ld 
obtain in thtir absence, as, for example, lll West V ll'gtrua. 
These two factors are at least partially offsetting. 

'See footnote 3 above. 
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standing upon the inauguration of the limit is 
retired-assuming that it is not refunded-the 
average tax rate tends to approach the basic over
all .limit. On the other hand, it is possible that 
the tax limit may be exceeded more often and 
by larger amounts by vote of the electorate or, 
in the case of Indiana, by vote of the county board 
of tax adjustment. It is thus difficult to say 
whether the reduction of well over a hundred 
million dollars a year which is now being realized 
in these seven states by reason of over-alllimita· 
tion will be increased or decreased in the next 
few years. 

REPLACEMENT REVENUES 

Replacement revenues are those revenues 
which are secured to offset, in part or in whole, 
a decline or cessation of revenues from other 
sources, and which would not have been secured 
in the abseA.ce of such decline or cessation. Most 
states which have introduced over-all tax limits 
have accompahied them sooner or later with re
placement revenues. Yet it is not always easy to 

identify such revenues. An excellent example is 
found in liquor licenses and taxes. Since the re
turn of liquor was more or less coincident with 
the enthusiasm for over-all tax limitation, liquor 
revenues are sometimes classified as replacement 
revenues. They do not, however, qualify under 
the definition given above, because they would 
have been seized upon in tax limit states as in
evitably in the absence of tax limits as they were 
in non-tax limit states. Moreover, in some in
stances a particular tax measure is ·partially a 
levy which would have come about without tl.x 
limits, yet we usually have no means of segre
gating the two parts. At the other extreme are 
revenues, such as front foot charges for street 
lighting, which have clearly been introduced as 
replacement revenues. 

Despite the impossibility of achieving a scien
tific classification of new revenues into replace
ment and non-replacement revenues, Table 
4 has been compiled to show how much has been 
raised in tax limit states by taxes which are com
monly reported as the results of property tax 
limitation. 

TARLE 4· CoLLECTioNs FROM MAJOR REPLACEMENT TAXEs IN SEVEN STATES 

WITH OVER-ALL TAX LIMITS, FISCAL YEARS 1933 TO 1936 
( ooo omitted) 

Major replacement taxes 1933 1934 1935 1936 
Indiana Gross income tax $IOJ388 $13,608 $x6,548 

Intangibles tax $ 790 2,36o 2,542 2,930 
Michigan Retail sales tax 31,361 'g8,66o 45,642 
New Mexico Gross income tax 109 21II2 2,362 
Ohio Retail sales taxa 47,848 s8,552 
Oklahoma Cigarette tax 613 1·937 

Retail sales tax 3,825 4>768 5·835 
Increased net income taxes 460b 2,J27b 
Increased gross production 

tax (oil) x,6o2• 7,ox8• 
Washington , ·Business and public utility 

(gross income) taxesa 1,239 5·413 5·755 5>7I0c 
Cigarette taxa 664 900" 
General sales tax• ' 4•36I 9>3I2c 

West Virginia Consumer's (retail) sales tax 1,769 6,836 7,612 
Individual income taxd 593 972 x,x48 
Increased privilege (gross 

income) tax 4,6I9e 8,950' 8,33~ 

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Collections from Selected State-Imposed Taxes, 1930-
1936, Washington, Nov. 1936; Washington Taxpayer, July 1936; official state reports. 
a Figures are for calendar years. 
b Figures represent the excess of actual collections over $2 million, the approximate figure reached in the 
fiscal year ending June 30, 1933· 
•Estimated. 
dThis was a gross income tax untilr935; thereafter, a net income tax. 
e Figures represent the excess of actual collections over $4 million, the highest figure reached in any year 
prior to the 1932 amendment. 
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There are two significant aspects to Table 4: 
(1) The amount raised by replacement taxes; and 
( 2) the type of replacement taxes adopted. 

Table 5 combines certain data from T abies 2, 

3, and 4 for the purpose of comparing replace
ment revenue collections with declines in prop
erty tax levies. Replacement revenues are re
ported on the basis of actual collections, usually 
for fiscal years ending on June 30th. It has there
fore been necessary to tabulate property tax levies 
acrnr-};ng to the collection year instead of the 

., S·ear of levy as in previous tables. This is ac-

complished with substantial accuracy by assum
ing that the collection year is the fiscal year 
ending next after the calendar year of levy. For 
example, the decline registered in the Indiana 
1932 levy is credited to the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1933, the probability being that the lower 
levy in 1932 was reflected largely in collections 
of the 1933 fiscal year. The total decline in 
property taxes is in each instance the difference 
between the levy of a given year and the levy 
in the last year prior to the adoption of the over
all limit. 

TABLE 5· REPLACEMENT REVENUES AS CoMPARED WITH DECLINE IN 

PROPERTY TAXES IN SEVEN STATES WITH OVER-A.LL TAX LIMITS, 

FISCAL YEARS 1933 TO 1936 
( ooo omitted) 

Fiscal 
Year 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 

Total de· 
cline in 
property 
tax levies 

$ . .p,939 
4°,895 
48,579 
43,66o 

$ 2,185 
2,159 

$17,820 
x8,2o6 
x8,5I5 

INDIANA 

Decline at· 
tributed to 
tax limits 

$r2,144 
1,867 
9·920 
5·541 

NEw MEXICO 

$ 2,402 
2,046 

OKLAHOMA 

WEST VIRGINIA 

$16,763 
x6,568 
16,282 

a All figures are for calendar years. 

Replace· 
ment 

revenues 

$ 79° 
12,748 
16,150 
19,478 

$ J,825 
7·443 

1J,517 

$ 6,981 
x6,7s8 
17,095 

It is apparent from this table that replacement 
revenues, while they have often equalled o~ even 
exceeded the decline in property tax levtes at
tributed solely to over-all tax limits, have b~en 
considerably less in amount than the total dechne 
in property tax levies. Declines in pr?p~rty tax 
levies have also occurred in non-tax hmtt states 
and replacement taxes have been enacted as in 0e 
tax limit states. But the replacement ~es ~ 
non-tax limit states have been more effecuve m 
maintaining total taxes at pre-depression levels. 
Total state and local tax revenues for 1934 

Total de· 
cline in 
property 

tax levies 

s 59·287 
6om6 
8o,7o8 

$ 31,109 
b 

$ 12,653 
8,074 

24,298 

s 41·939 
130,655 
I83,Jl9 

b 

MICHIGAN 

Decline at· 
tributed to 
tax limits 

s 33,J60 
30,181 
37.870 

0HIOa 

WASHINGTON a 

s 8,635 
12,412 
19,286 

ALL SEVEN STAT:ES 

Replace· 
ment 

revenues 

$ 31,361 
38,66o 
45,642 

$ 1,239 
5·413 

10,780 
15,922 

$ 12,144 $ 2,029 
6o,625 60,437 

II5,831 139,751 
b r76,568 

b Not available. 

fiscal years (the latest date for which complete 
data are available) were 92.4% of 1932 revenues 
for the country as a whole, as compared with 
764% for Indiana, 81.9% for Ohio, 8s<'/o for 
Michigan, 92.f/o for Washington, and 77.6 per 
cent for West Virginia. 8 Thus in all states 
within which tax limits had been effective for a 
period sufficient to be reflected in 1934 revenues, 

'Computed from data in Cort of Government in the 
Uniud Statu, 1933·35· National Industrial Conference Board, 
New York, 1936, p. 46. 
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with the single exception of Washington, per
centage declines in total tax revenues between 
1932 and 1934 were substantially greater than in 
the· country as a whole. Whether this tax re
duction proves to be more than a temporary 
phenomenon remains to be seen. . 

In considering the type of replacement taxes 
adopted, one is struck with the dominance of 
gross income and sales taxes. While there have 
doubtless been minor replacement revenues of 
other sorts not accounted for in this table, these 
two constitute the backbone of the replacement 
revenues in each of the seven states. Every tax 
limit state except Rhode Island and Nevada 
now has some form of general sales or gross 
income tax. It is true that many non-tax limit 
states have such taxes too, but the proportion is 
only about one in four states instead of seven 
out of nine as in the tax limit states, or seven 
out of eight if we omit Nevada. 

To these:.major replacement taxes there should 
properly be. added other revenues to which some 
local governd!.ents have been forced to resort 
upon the failure of their principal source of 
revenue, the property tax. Some of these revenues 
have taken the form of service charges for col
lection of garbage, sewer rentals, and even per
sonal protection charges. Most of them are col
lected directly from property owners or tenants 
and in tliis sense are virtually equivalent in 
incidence, if not in administration or amount, 
to th.e property taxes which they have replaced. 

No comprehensive information is available 
on revenues of the latter type. We do know, how
ever, that there are 19 cities in West Virginia 
levying fees for waste collection and disposal, 
three with sewer rentals, and seven with street 
cleaning and street lighting charges based on 
frontage. Revenues from these sources in West 
Virginia have been small relative to the prop
erty tax receipts formerly available for these 
and other municipal services. 9 Many cities in 
tax limit states have also found a partial substitute 
for property taxes in the profits of municipally 
owned utilities. 

Only three of the nine tax limit states have 
personal net income taxes, and only two of these 
-Oklahoma and West Virginia-have added 
such taxes to their fiscal systems since adopting 
an over-all tax limit. Oklahoma's original net 
income tax, which was enacted in rgo8, is not 
ordinarily attributed to the 3·If/o tax limit in the 
constitution of ICJ07· It is conceded, however; 

'Letter from Hume K. Nowlan, Secretary of the West 
Virginia League of Municipalities, Dec. 29, 1936. 

that the greater importance which it has at
tained by reason of amendments in 1935 is due in 
part to the reduction of the over-alllimit in 1933. 
In West Virginia, constitutional authorization 
for a net income tax was embodied in the tax 
limitation amendment, but resort was had to 
several gross income and sales taxes before an 
individual net income tax was finally enacted 
in 1935· The third tax limit state with a net 
income tax is New Mexico. This tax was im
posed by the 1933 legislature some months ~he
fore the tax limitation amendment was adopt~ 
and, although the same legislature initiated the 
tax limitation amendment, it hardly appears that 
the net income tax ean be considered a replace
ment revenue. 10 In Washington a comprehen
sive net income tax was enacted by initiative in 
the election in which tax limitation was first 
adopted. The income tax was then held uncon
stitutional, and a constitutional amendment was 
defeated in 1934· Legislative enactments in 1935 
of modified individual and corporate net income 
taxes have met with a similar fate at the hands of 
the courts. 

The other five tax limit states have enacted 
no net income tax laws. As compared with three 
out of nine tax limit states (or eight if Nevada 
be omitted) with individual net income taxes, 
there are 24 out of 39 (or 40) non-tax limit 
states with such taxes. It is thus readily apparent 
that there is a strong inverse correlation be
tween tax limitation and individual net income 
taxes and a strong positive correlation between 
tax limitation and gross income or sales taxes. 

TAX DELINQUENCY 

Very few statistics of comprehensive character 
are available on tax delinquency, but such as 
there are seem to demonstrate that over-all rate 
limitation has been a factor of little importance 
in improving collections. 

The latest United States Census Bureau report, 
entitled "Realty Tax Delinquency," shows total 
delinquency as of December 31, 1933, on levies 
collectible in whole or in any part within the 
twelve months previous to June 30, 1933· This 
report, like much other available financial data, 
is not recent enough to throw much light on 
our problem. It is interesting to note, however, 
that, as compared with delinquency for the 
country as a whole of 20.5 per cent of the levy, 
Ohio, which was then operating under a r.ffo 

:IAIWhether or not it is· so considered is of minor conse
quence, since it has yidded less than to% of the revenue 
derived from the gross income tax. 
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constitutional over-all limit, showed delinquen
cies of 26 per cent; Oklahoma, with a consti
tutional over-all limit of 3-Is"/o, showed 25.5 
per cent delinquency; and Rhode Island, with 
a statutory over-all limit of 2.5"/o, showed delin
quencies of 17.5 per cent. Two out of the three 
tax limit states were above the national average, 
and Ohio, with the lowest over-all limit, was 
the highest of the three. 

A number of more recent tax delinquency 
studies are available covering a restricted group 
of· states and political subdivisions. One of the 
best is published annually by the Municipal Serv
ice Department of Dun & Bradstreet. 11 This 
report covers 190 of the 191 cities having a 1930 
population of over 5o,ooo. Forty-one of these 
cities are in tax limit states, but complete data 
are not available for all of them, and the list 
includes seven Michigan and two Ohio cities 
(Cincinnati and Akron) which are subject to 
charter, rather than state-wide, over-all limits. 
The median delinquency for all 190 cities at 
the end of 1935 fiscal years, expressed as a per
centage of levies for such years, was I8.o%. Six
teen cities subject to state-wide over-all limits 
showed a median delinquency of 20.3%, and 24 
cities subject either to state-wide or charter over
all limits showed a median delinquency of 
exactly 2o%. For 1934, the nation-wide median 
was 23.05%, as compared with 20.1% for 18 cities 
subject to state-wide over-all limits and 20.7% 
for 37 cities subject to state-wide or charter limits. 
It is apparent that over-all tax limitation, if it 
has had any effect at all upon tax delinquency, 
has not in any sense dominated the situation. 

INDEBTEDNESS 

It is reasonable to assume that an over-alllimit 
will exert pressure to borrow for activities which 
would better be financed on a pay-as-you-go 
basis if the taxing power were not so restricted. 
The extent of the pressure will, however, depend 
upon a variety of factors. A priori reasoning leads 
to the conclusion that a limit will encourage 
borrowing if it has the following three ele
ments: (1) A low over-all rate; ~2) permiss~on 
to service outside the tax rate limit debts wh1ch 
are incurred after the limit is adopted; and (3) 
no provision for exceeding the limit by special 
authorization. Debt statistics for the only three 
states-Rhode Island, Oklahoma and Ohio
which have had a long enough experience under 
tax limitation to show how different types of 

uFrederick L. Bird, Trend of Tax Delinquency, 1930• 
1935, New York, 1936. 

limits affect debt policies seem to bear out this 
conclusion. 

The Rhode Island limit, in addition to its 
moderately low rate/2 has had from 1878 to date 
(with the exception of a single year) the second 
element above, and the third of these elements 
from 1878 to 1932. Thus up to 1932 Rhode Island 
had the type of limit which should encourage 
borrowing. It is not surprising then to find that 
the 1932 per capita indebtedness (less sinking 
funds) of the state and its political subdivisions 
was $158·55, the highest figure in any New Eng· 
land state and the eleventh highest in the whole 
country. New England as a whole had a per 
capita debt of only $mo.81 and the national per 
capita was $141.17.13 Between 1912 and 1932 the 
Rhode Island per capita debt was slightly more 
than tripled, while that of all New England 
was not even doubled. The only other New 
England state which tripled its debt was Ver
mont, and this was due in no small measure to 
flood bonds issued for rehabilitation work after 
the disastrous floods of 1927. Other factors be
sides tax limitation undoubtedly encouraged 
Rhode Island local governments to borrow, but 
tax limitation played a part. 

For the past thirty years, Rhode Island cities and 
towns have been rather liberal borrowers. While 
debt has not gotten out of hand in any of these 
communities, the record is not particularly favor
able. It is probably true that had it been possible for 
cities and towns to increase the tax levies without 
fear of encountering the over-all limit, less borrow· 
ing and greater direct payments on outlays would 
have resulted. Obviously this is a matter of 
opinion. 14 

The Oklahoma over-alllimit from 1907 to 1933 
was in marked contrast to that in Rhode Island. 
The rate was high, 3.15% until 1933. All debt 
service was subject to the limit. The limit could 
be exceeded by special authorization. These three 
aspects of the Oklahoma limit were the very 
opposite of those which should encourage bor
rowing. An examination of the 1932 per capita 
state and local debt figure seems to bear out the 
hypothesis that the Oklahoma limit did not 
encourage borrowing. The figure of $79·77 was 
slightly over half the per capita state and local 
debt for the country as a whole and less than 
that of any neighboring state. If the Oklahoma 
limit encouraged local borrowing (as believed 

11The over-all rate was t% from 1878 to 1902, I~% 
from 1902 to 19::10, and :z~% from 19::10 to date • 

.. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Financial Statistics of State 
and Local Governmmts, l9Jl, pp. 62-63. 

uLetter from Robert M. Goodrich, Executive Director, 
Providence Governmental Research Bureau, Dec. u, 1936. 
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by two students of fiscal affairs in that state), the 
impetus could not have been very great. 

Ohio stands between the two extremes. A de
scription of the Ohio experience from 19n to 
1934 must be divided into two periods: i9n to 
1921 and 1922 to 1934· During the first period ~he 
limit was relatively inflexible. Three elements in 
the law affected borrowing: (1) A low rate
I% with possible additional levies which could 
total only Yz%; 15 (2) inclusion of all debt serv· 
ice within the I%-1Yz% limit; 16 (3) the absence 
of a provision for exceeding the limit by special 
authorization. The first and third elements are 
those which encourage borrowing, and they 
outweighed the second. Ohio in 1922 had the 
highest per capita local net debt of any one of 
the five ~ast North Central States.U 

Ohio 
Indiana 
Illinois 
Michigan 
Wisconsin 

1912 

$47·22 
23·92 
23.23 
18.02 
I5.63 

1922 

$I07.20 
50·43 
52· 58 
8o.84 
38.01 

The above per capita figures are inclusive of 
special assessment debt. Figures for Ohio special 
assessment debt by levels of government are in
complete.18 The available data show large in
creases during the period I9I2 to 1922. 

1912 1922 

Counties $ 2,108,323 $25,141,000 
Incorporated places 20,448,68o 59•462,000 

R. C. Atkinson, the leading student of Ohio 
tax limitation, has given the best account of 
what happened in the decade I9II·I92I. The pay
as-you-go policy for school and other construc
tion was early abandoned. Deficits became quite 
common and cities began to go into debt for 
current operating expenses. By I921 Ohio local 
governments had some $39 millions of deficiency 
bonds outstanding in a total debt of $6oS mil
lions. Other financial abuses grew up, such as 
using sinking fund assets for current operations. 

The total burden saddled on subsequent taxpayers 
by this decade of rigid tax limitation cannot be 
determined. Counting deficiency bonds and other 

115 With the exception of emergency levies for floods, epi· 
demics, etc. 

10Except that a 1919 law excluded service for debt pre· 
viously incurred. 

"U. S. Bureau of the Census, Financial Statistics of Statt 
and Local Go11ernments, 1932. 

18U. S. Bureau of the Census, County and Municipal In· 
tlebtedness, l91J, 1902, 18go, Washington, 1915, Tables 4 
and 5· 

bonds for current operation and for improvements 
which would normally have been financed from 
direct taxation, the interest on these bonds, the fail
ure to maintain sinking funds, and the added years 
of interest necessitated by the refunding of maturing 
indebtedness, it is not unlikely that the Smith Law 
shifted a burden of around $xoo,ooo,ooo onto the 
backs of later taxpayers. 19 

The second period, 1922-I934> was characterized 
by a less strigent limit. All debt service was 
originally either within the I% or the_;tdditional 
Yz% levy, but in the recognition of seriou's·local 
financial conditions, permission was granted in 
1919 to service existing indebtedness outside these 1

v 

limits. Finally in I923 the electorate, by a 6o% 
vote, was permitted to exclude payments of prin
cipal and interest on new indebtedness. By legis
lation enacted in 1919, 1920, and I92I, further 
additional levies for other purposes were allowed 
to all local taxing districts upon approval of the 
voters. Thus during the second period the Ohio 
limit had the following important elements: (I) 
A low rate of 1Yz%; (2) from 1923 on, a provi
sion that all debt service on new indebtedness 
could be excluded by a 6o per cent vote; and (3) 
provision for exceeding the limit by special 
authorization. The first and second elements 
tended to encourage borrowing, the third pro
moted conservative financing. The voters had to 
be educated to the process of special authorization 
of additional levies, but gradually levies were in· 
creased and budgets brought into balance. A 
comparison between the growth of local debt 
from 1912 to 1922 and from 1922 to 1932 shows 
that the less stringent limit during the second 
period had less disastrous effects upon borrow
ing. The per capita local debt was $47.22 in I912, 
$107.20 in I922, and $128.74 in 1932. The increase 
in net debt from I912 to 1922 was 172.5 per cent; 
whereas from 1922 to 1932 it was only 35·7 per 
cent. These net debt figures are inclusive of spe
cial assessments. 

Other legislation during the second period had 
as important a part in improving expenditure 
and borrowing policies as did relaxation of rigidi
ties in the tax limit. A new debt law went into 
effect in 1922, which fixed more rigid percent
age limitations on local government borrowing 
and also limited to a fairly low percentage the 
amount of bonds which could be issued without 
vote of the people, special assessment bonds and 
self-supporting utility bo(lds being exempted. A 
compulsory budget law was passed in 1925; a 
uniform bond act o_f the same year ended the 

"'"Stringent Tax Limitation and Iu Effects in Ohio," 
Property Tax Limitation Laws, p. 71, 
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practice (until this law was relaxed in 1934) of 
issuing deficiency bonds. 

No other state besides these three has had a 
long enough experience under an over-all limit 
to afford much proof or disproof of the proposi
tion that tax limitation will force an increase in 
indebtedness. An attempt was made to compare 
the growth of debt in tax limit states with the 
growth in states which have adopted new or re
vised limits since 1932, but statistics were for the 
most ""'5 l'~<;ivailable. Such data as were secured 
if'1ng J)~ea 'rather general reduction in state and 
iGl!al indebtedness in both tax limit and non-tax 

. limit states since the revival of the over-all tax 
limitation movement in 1932. Indiana, for ex
ample, which had a gross state debt of $4,9Q6,ooo 
and a gross local government debt of $rg6,304,000 
in 1931, had a gross state debt of $2,nx,ooo and a 
gross local debt of $15t,o88,ooo in 1935.20 Public 
bonded indebtedness was decreased in New 
Mexico and West Virginia, but data are not 
available on unfunded debt. 

A reduction was also effected in Ohio, where 
local debt was decreased from $941,ooo,ooo in 
1931 to $8oo,ooo,ooo in 1935.21 But serious debt 
troubles in scores of individual Ohio municipali
ties are being accumulated because of the wide
spread practice of funding operating deficits. 
Local governments in a measure are repeating 
the same pattern followed from 19n to 1921, and, 
before an adequate municipal revenue program 
can be worked out, many local units will have 
seriously increased their indebtedness. Tax limi
tation has not been the main cause of defaults in 
Ohio, but it has been one of three major factors. 
Ohio in 1934 had in default more cities of xo,oo? 
or more population than any other state. In addi
tion, tax limitation has been the chief cause of 
a poor bond market for Ohio municipals. 

There is no question in my mind but that the 
bonds of Ohio municipalities payable inside the 
tax limitations are from Yz% to 1% higher than 
they would otherwise be if it were not for the I?" 
mill tax limitation law. A review of bond sales will 
prove that practically all bonds of Ohio municipal
ities have been purchased by Ohio dealers. If e~stern 
bidders or even the Chicago market could be mter
ested in Ohio bonds I am sure interest rates would 
be somewhat lower. I have been told many times 
by bond purchasers that they are not interested in 

.. U. S. Bureau of the Census, Financial Statistics of Stalt 
and Local Govi.'T'nmtnts, 1932, p. 525; lett.er from Albert 
E. Dickens, Indiana Department of Inspecuon and Super· 
VIsion, Dec. 16, 1936. . f 

11 Auditor of State, Comparativt Statistia, Count1ts fl 

Ohio, 1935· p. 27. 

bidding on Ohio bonds under present conditions ... 
A correspondent from Oklahoma advises that 

the 1933 amendment has not affected local bor
rowing powers. In Washington tax limitation 
has brought about certain material changes in 
city borrowing policies because it is no longer 
an easy matter to float bond issues. In the first 
place special electoral consent is necessary and 
this has not been given in very many cases, and 
in the second place, the bond market has been 
rather poor. This has resulted in cities issuing 
warrants instead of bonds and has, in general, 
intensified the financial crises of Washington 
cities. A few municipalities have been able to 
issue revenue bonds for certain public utility 
and quasi-public utility funds. 28 

It was concluded in Chapter III that the pro
ponents' over-all limit would encourage borrow
ing. The experience examined above supports 
that conclusion. The proponents have offered a 
limit with the following elements: (1) A low 
over-all rate; (2) a requirement that all debt 
service be brought within the limit; and (3) the 
absence of a provision for exceeding the limit by 
special authorization. The first and third ele
ments ought to encourage borrowing; the second 
should discourage borrowing. The conclusion 
seems sound that the two elements will out
weigh the other, as was true in Ohio during 
the first period I9II-I92I1 resulting in increased 
borrowing. If proponents would discourage debt 
incurrence, the Oklahoma limit, rather than the 
early Ohio limit, should serve as a model. 

ASSESSMENT OF PROPERTY 

As pointed out in Chapter III, one of the 
claims of real estate interests is that over-all tax 
limitation will improve assessment procedure by 
encouraging a fuller declaration of taxable prop
erty, especially intangible personal property 
which is seldom assessed unless voluntarily de
clared, and by forcing a more equitable assess
ment of property already on the rolls, especially 
real estate. 

The effectiveness of tax limitation in inducing 
fuller declarations of personal property appears 
to depend upon the character of the limit. In 
West Virginia the tax limit is of a classified type, 
with intangibles and some tangible personalty 
subject to a maximum rate of only one-half of 
one per cent. As any student of taxation would 

11Letter from Earl. E. Hagerman, Director of Finance, 
Dal'ton, Ohio, Dec. 23, 1936. 

•Letter from Jesse Epstein, Research Assistant, Association 
of Washington Cities, Seattle, Jan. 5o 1937• 
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have predicted, this act resulted in a large in
crease in the assessment of intangibles. In fact, 
the assessment was increased from $45>54I,ooo 
in l932 to $x85,745,ooo in 1933· Consequently the 
assessed value of real estate dropped from 5246% 
of total assessments to 47.18%, and real estate 
tax levies declined from 52.38% to 48.68% of the 
total. Personal property assessments, including 
both tangibles and intangibles, increased from 
$23x,867,ooo to $340,958,ooo, but, because of the 
favorable tax rates available to this class, per
sonal property tax levies decreased from 14.07% 
to IHflo of total property tax levies. The third 
property category-public utilities-made up ap
proximately the same percentage of total assess
ments before and after adoption of the tax limit, 
but its contribution to the total levy increased 
from 33-55% to 37.85%· 

In all of the remaining states the over-all limit 
is of the general type, without differentiation in 
favor of aJ).y class of property. These states do, 
however, divide themselves into two classes: (I) 
States taXi.tig"•most intangibles at general prop
erty tax rates (Michigan and New Mexico); and 
( 2) states exempting most intangibles (Wash
ington) or classifying them for taxation at a 
fixed low rate (Indiana, Ohio, and Oklahoma). 

...... ~ ~{khigan the division of total assessments 
among real property, personal property, and 
public utilities was unaffected by tax limitation. 
In the first year in which the limit was effective, 
personal property assessments declined from 
15.87 per cent to q.89 per cent of the total, but a 
subsequent increase in 1934 brought them back 
almost to their former level. In New Mexico, on 
the other hand, there is some indication that tax 
rate limitation improved the assessment of per
sonal property. In the first year the assessment 
was $4I,875,ooo as compared with $3510I4,ooo in 
the preceding year, but this increase left the as
sessment far behind the level of 1932 and preced
ing years and may well be ascribable to other 
causes than tax limitation. 

All three states with low-rate intangibles taxes 
assess far more intangible property than they 
would if it were subject to general property tax 
rates. This is attributable to tax limitation only 
in a restricted sense in two states. The Ohio tax 
limit was first put into the constitution in 1929 
in order to secure rural support for the classifica
tion amendment permitting low-rate taxes on 
intangibles; and the Indiana intangibles taxes 
are considered by some to be replacement taxes 
called into being by the limitation of general 
property taxes. 

Available data do not permit a careful analysis 
of the recent effects of over-all limitation upon 
tangible personal property assessments in Ohio. 
It is significant, however, that the 19n act, which 
first introduced over-all limitation in the state, 
failed to increase the relative importance of 
personal property in the assessment rolls. The 
proportion of real estate to total assessments con
tinued to rise despite the fact that its assessed 
value was allowed to lag far behind true values.24 

Assessments of personal proper~~:;io"u~-ljena, 
although they decreased from $873.722,011 ... ''"<i i:if 
to $712,6oo,ooo in 1932, did not decline by ·-.. .i·' 
large a percentage as real property. They com
prised, in the first year of tax limitation, 17.84 
per cent of the total assessment rolls of the state 
as compared with 1p.2 per cent in the preceding 
year. This increase is negligible. As a matter of 
fact, however, reduction in the average tax rate 
for the state was also small and could hardly 
have been expected to have any effect upon the 
disclosure of property to assessors. In 1933, in
tangibles were removed from the scope of the 
general property tax, and personal property made 
up only 13.65 per cent of total assessments. 

In Oklahoma reduction from 3.15% to 1.7% 
in the constitutional over-all limit in 1933 was 
accompanied by an increase in the assessment of 
tangible personal property from 13-70 per cent 
of total assessments to 15.03 per cent, with an 
offsetting decrease in real estate assessments. In 
Washington the assessment of all major classes of 
property declined in the first year of tax limita
tion ( 1933) but, contrary to the Oklahoma ex
perience, the. assessed valuation of real estate bore 
a larger proportion to total assessments than in 
the preceding year. Although this situation was 
slightly reversed in the following two years, real 
estate still constituted 70.28 per cent of total 
equalized assessments in 1935, as compared with 
69.81 per cent in 1932. 

In summary it may be said that a classified 
over-all limit which forces the taxation of in
tangibles at a much lower rate than anything 
yet proposed for real estate will greatly increase 
the assessment, if not the revenue, from in
tangibles. This is a worthy objective. Whatever 
its fiscal effects, it will produce far greater justice 
for those who do list such property and will make 
it reasonably possible for assessors to discharge 
the duties imposed upon them by law. But such 
a reform has no necessary dependence upon over
all tax limitation. Although it seems to have been 

"'R. C. Atkinson, "Stringent Tu Limitation and Its 
Effects in Ohio," ProPft1'/ Taz Limitatio" Laws, p. 70. 
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associated with tax limitation to some degree in 
Ohio, West Virginia, and possibly Indiana, the 
failure to adopt tax limitation has had no no
ticeable effect in forestalling similar develop
ments in non-tax limit states. Among the nine 
over-all tax limit states, Michigan, New Mexico, 
and Nevada-two out of eight if we omit 
Nevada-still attempt to reach intangibles 
through the general property tax. About eleven 
out of thirty-nine non-tax limit states (or 40 
including 1..;-evada) fall into this category, this 
b(:ing nearly as small a proportion as in tax limit 
-states. The division of states into those with low
rate intangibles taxes and those entirely exempt
ing intangibles from property taxation is also 
in approximately the same proportion within 
the tax limit and non-tax limit groups. As for 
the assessment of intangibles in those tax limit 
states which do not provide a lower rate than for 
tangible property, there is no evidence of im
provement as a result of tax limitation. Nor is 
there much indication of an increase in tangible 
personal property assessments, although here the 
evidence is mixed. 

The experience of the several states is prob
ably not yet adequate to test at all fully the 
contention that tax limitation forces a more equit
able assessment of property already listed on the 
rolls. To the best of our knowledge, no assess
ment ratio studies covering a period in which 
over-all limits were in force have been published 
for any state except Ohio. In this one state a study 
of rural assessment ratios in 1925 showed a rather 
high degree of inequality. The coefficient of 
dispersion, which is the statistical measure of in
equality, was computed by Martin and Stephen
son to be 24.83%-25 It is true that Ohio ranked 
fifth highest out of 24 states for which such a 
measure was obtained for rural land, and that 
rural land appeared to be assessed at more nearly 
full value in Ohio than in any other of the 24 
states except Minnesota. But the evidence. is 
fragmentary at best, and it cannot be state~ w1th 
confidence that this high rank is ascnbable 
largely, or even partially, to tax limitation. ~here 
are so many factors which affect the quahty of 
assessments that much more evidence is needed 
as a basis for generalization. 

Any pressure which over-all limits may exe~t 
to bring assessment levels up to full value lS 

probably helpful in bringing about greater 

'"James W. Martin and C. M. Stephenson, "Aspects of thl 
Movement Toward Separation of Sources of State and Loca 
Revenue," Tax Magazine, v. 9 (1933), p. 81. ~he amount 
of a tax which is misplaced is half of the coeffic1ent of d1s
persion-12.41% in this case. 

equality. If, however, they force assessments in 
excess of full value, inequality is likely to ensue. 
In Rhode Island the complaint is made that ex
cessive assessments have been induced by the 
over-all limit. In West Virginia the small decline 
in total assessments of real property since 1932, 
relative to declines in other states, indicates either 
over-assessment or correction of an extremely 
low assessment ratio of previous years. In other 
tax limit states the decline in total assessments 
during the depression was more commensurate 
with declines in true values and was apparently 
affected but little by tax limitation.26 

It is our conclusion that experience does not 
support the contention that over-all tax limita
tions, in the form advocated by the National As
sociation of Real Estate Boards, will materially 
improve assessment practice. 

REALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS 

There have been some shifts in functions and 
some realignments of financial responsibility for 
other functions which may be ascribed to over-all 
tax limits. But the fragmentary information 
which can be briefly outlined for each state is 
not very convincing; neither does it lend itself 
to statistical treatment. 

No important reallocation of functions has 
occurred in Ohio. On the other hand, substantial 
financial responsibility for public school costs has 
been shifted to the state, though state support 
has not yet been pegged at any given level. 
Schools now receive approximately $44,6oo,ooo 
state aid, of which about $2s,8oo,ooo represent 
allocations from the state-collected retail sales 
tax.27 This is 37 per cent of the total public school 
costs, as compared with a state contribution of 
only 3·77 per cent in 1930.28 The exemption of 
food from the retail sales tax, approved by the 
electorate last November, will greatly lessen the 
total amount allocated to local governments, 
although the schools may be able to force other 
levels of local government to bear this reduction. 
Since the legislature is largely controlled by rep
resentatives from the smaller counties, the state 
may also gradually assume support for other rural 
local government functions. 

In West Virginia the tax limitation measure 
forced the reallocation of two important func-

•Frederick L. Bird, The Municipal D(bt Load in 1935, 
Dun & Bradsueet, Inc., New York, 1935, p. II. 

"'Arch D. Schultz, Stall! Aid to Common Schools, Ohio 
Chamber of Commerce, Columbus, 1935, pp. 14 and 21. 

•Paul R. Mort, State Support of Public Education, Amer· 
ican Council on Education, Washington, 1933, pp. 303 and 

358. 
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tions--schools and roads-and shifted to the 
state a large share of the burden o£ support. 
The county was established in 1933 as the unit 
for'· school administration, thereby reducing the 
number of school units from 398 to 55· State 
appropriations for local schools were increased 
from about $I,ooo,ooo in 1932 and former years to 
about $n,5oo,ooo annually. The state now bears 
approximately 53 per cent of the total cost as 
opposed to 5 per cent in 1932.29 All county and 
district roads were placed under state control 
and the counties relieved of the burden of their 
maintenance and construction, which accounted 
for approximately half of their former total ex
penditures.80 

In Michigan, as in Ohio, there has been no 
important reallocation of functions, but the state 
has assumed a larger share of the cost of schools. 
The amount of state aid for schools has been 
increased from $24,ooo,ooo in 1931 to $36,ooo,ooo 
in 1935-36;.or an increase from 31 to 53 per cent 
of total ,p1,1blic school revenue.31 These funds 
come in conflderable part from the retail sales 
tax, the public utility taxes from which they were 
previously derived having been reduced by tax 
limitation. Despite this aid the schools have been 
more seriously affected by the tax limitation 
amendment than any other unit of government. 
Another major shift in financial responsibility 
to the statt:, namely, local welfare (supplemented, 
of course, by federal grants), cannot be attributed 
to tax limitation. 

Tax limitation in Oklahoma has been responsi
ble for only one minor reallocation of functions. 
All township roads were placed in the county 
highway system, to be maintained and improved 
out of county revenues. But the 1933 amendment 
has undoubtedly resulted in an expansion of 
·state grants-in-aid. The local school districts, in 
particular, are receiving more financial aid from 
the state. The proportion of school revenue con
tributed by the state increased from 10% to 
39%.82 The counties receive a share in the state 
gasoline tax revenue and in other minor state 
revenues. Thus far cities have not participated 
in the apportionment of the new state<ollected 
taxes. Much of this increased state support of 
local government, however, is due not so much 
to tax limitation as to a decline of one-third in 

•non. C. Sowers, Tile Effect of Ta:J( Limitation Upon 
State and Local Govert~ments in Colorado, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, 1936, p. 45· 

10John F. Sly and George A. Shipman, "Tax Limitation 
in West Virginia," Property Ta:J( Limitation Laws, p. 82. 

11Sowers, op. cit., p. 26. 
•Sowers, op. cit., p. 37· 

assessed valuations since 1930, which has forced 
the local units to turn to the state for financial 
assistance. . 

No shift in functions has occurred in Indiana 
as the result of tax limitation, although an ex
pansion of state<ollected, locally shared taxes 
has resulted. It was necessary to develop new 
revenues to replace property tax revenues, and 
these have been shared with the counties, towns, 
cities, and school districts. Furthe~;, the opera
tion of the tax limit law has shifted more respon
sibility for local budgets to the county tax ad
justment boards and the state board of tax\ 
commissioners. Very little home rule has now 
been left to local units in matters of financing, 
but this does not seem to cause much concern 
in the state.88 

Some minor functional changes have occurred 
in the state of Washington as the result of tax 
limitation. The state has taken over from the 
counties the construction and maintenance of 
county roads. Greater financial support is also 
being given by the state to the public schools. 
The state's apportionment for the latter purpose 
has increased from $8,284>000 in 1929 to $13,376,
ooo in 1936. The counties' contribution, on the 
other hand, has decreased about 10 per cent.84 

Municipalities have shared but little in replace
ment revenues. 

The tax limitation measure in Rhode Island 
is a matter of long standing and has not caused 
any recent reallocation of functions or of finan
cial responsibilities. Nor have any important 
changes resulted from the adoption of an over
all limit in New Mexico. 

LOSS OF MUNICIPAL SERVICES 

No attempt to measure statistically the effect 
of tax limits upon the quantity and quality of 
municipal services has been made. Reports on a 
state-wide basis include little on the quantity 
of municipal services performed and nothing on 
their quality. Were such information available, 
the other major difficulty, namely, that of de
termining how much loss of municipal services 
could be attributed to tax limitation and how 
much to depression conditions common to all 
states, could be partially surmounted. In the ab
sence of statistical data on municipal services, 
the opinions of correspondents in the individual 
states have been relied upon. 

After the one per cent limitation in Ohio be-

•virgil Sheppard, "Indiana Tax Limitations," Property 
Ta:J( Limitation Laws, p. 53· 

"Sowers, op. cit., pp. 39·41• 
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came effective (January I, 1934), all ess~ntial 
local government services except schools had 
to be curtailed. For a brief transition period even 
schools were disrupted, but subsequently alloca
tions from the replacement sales tax rescued this 
governmental function. Drastic reductions in 
strictly municipal services, however, have con
tinued. Numerous examples could be cited of 
cities that have been forced to dismiss employees; 
close fire stations; reduce police and fire forces; 
and eliminate or greatly reduce street lighting, 
garbage collection, and health inspection. The 

• procedure of voting bonds for operating expenses 
(deficiency bond issues) has enabled some munic
ipalities to function at more nearly a normal 
level, but the delay caused by the necessity of a 
referendum has hampered the orderly adminis
tration of government. Other municipalities, un
able to secure the voters' approval of deficiency 
bond issues, have been seriously crippled. 

In West Virginia a widespread breakdown of 
local government occurred as soon as a State 
Supreme Court decision made it clear how drastic 
the limitation measure was. Many cities in the 
state, particularly the larger ones, promptly ad
mitted their inability to carry on the normal 
functions of government. Numbers of schools 
were closed. One city emptied its jails, another 
dismissed all its employees and closed the city 
hall, still another continued to function only be
cause sufficient employees volunteered their serv
ices. Within a few weeks dozens of other cities, 
with but meager funds on hand after providing 
for the year's debt service needs, discharged em
ployees, cut off street lights, reduced fire and 
police protection, discontinued garbage collec
tion, and eliminated many essential services. 
Thus the first effect of this financial fiasco was a 
breakdown of local government and wholesale 
discontinuance of municipal services. The situa
tion was indeed serious, for the cities had lost 
52% of the funds normally used by them to 
maintain municipal services. 

However, the state came to the rescue of the 
schools, and new state-collected replacement 
revenues gradually restored school services to ap
proximately their former level, although lower 
salary schedules for teachers and principals still 
remain. The state has also taken over the support 
of roads. But municipalities proper were l~rgely 
left to their own ingenuity. The early pohcy of 
complete surrender was later modified to o~e 
of attempting to operate on an :mer.gency baSIS. 
This necessarily entailed reductiOns m the num
ber of employees, salary and wage slashes ranging 

from twenty to seventy per cent, complete aban
donment of maintenance and repair operations, 
abolition of welfare departments, drastic cur
tailment of public health services, relinquishment 
of control over traffic, deplorable reductions in 
number and size of street lights, and the crippling 
of fire protection facilities. 

Since 1932 West Virginia cities have either been 
building up operating deficits and tearing down 
public confidence in municipal government, or have 
been operating within strangulation budgets-at
tended by much citizen dissatisfaction and the 
destruction of public service morale. • 

A few cities have been able to function because 
of profits from municipally owned utilities. A 
few resorted to consumers' sales taxes; many 
more to direct service charges for garbage col
lection, sewers, and even fire and police protec
tion. But all such efforts have netted but a negligi
ble amount of replacement revenue. The West 
Virginia League of Municipalities estimates that 
only about ro per cent of the 1933 service dis
continuances have been restored by direct serv
ice charges. Tax limitation in West Virginia 
continues to be a "fiscal nightmare." 

In Michigan, while tax limitation has upset 
fiscal affairs in many communities, the schools 
have taken the severest blows. Harold D. Smith, 
Secretary of the Michigan Municipal League, 
writes: 36 

The impact of the tax-limitation amendment up
on the schools has probably been more serious than 
upon any other unit .... It has been necessary to 
reduce the teaching staffs and shorten the school 
year, as well as reduce teachers' salaries. 

Of the eleven Michigan cities which have 
adopted the 15 mill limit, some have had to 
abandon essential municipal services in the 
struggle to live within the limit. Others have 
found increased collection of delinquent taxes 
a revenue "cushion" and have not fared so 
badly. But now that the incentive to pay accu
mulated delinquencies has been removed by a 
State Supreme Court decision, resulting in an
other postponement of the May tax sale, it re
mains to be seen what other remedies can be 
used in the desperate attempt to maintain 
governmental services. Already steadily in
creasing liabilities are being accumulated in the 

16 Statement by Hume K. Nowlan, Secretary, West Virginia 
League of Municipalities, Anoth" Way to Municipal Chaos, 
New York State Conference of Mayors, Albany, 1936, pp. 

ll;_',~Tax Limitation in Michigan," Propmy Tax Limitation 
Laws, p. 68. 
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way of street maintenance. According to the 
director of public works in one of these cities, 
it will soon be necessary to barricade and placard 
some of the badly neglected streets with a sign 
reading "Travd at your own risk." 

Municipal services in Oklahoma, so far as can 
be ascertained, have not been materially injured 
as a result of property tax limitation. Some cities 
might have been forced to curtail their activities 
had they not received sufficient revenue from 
their water departments or light plants to enable 
them to keep up a full governmental program. 
One effect of both the original and the 1933 limi
tation clauses has been the placing of municipally 
owned utilities on a profit basis. 

There have been no important reductions of 
municipal services in Indiana because of the 
ease with which the statutory limit can be ex
ceeded. In every year except 1932 the average 
rate for cities has been more than twice the 
maximum ·,allowed by law. The result has been 
that munjci,p~ties have not, since the first year 
of the law, fotmd it necessary to reduce services. 

Municipal governments in Washington have 
been affected adversdy by tax limitation. The 
1934 property tax levy for all cities and towns 
was 46% under the 1929 levy, and state-collected, 
locally shared revenues (shares in the gasoline tax 
and liquor store profits) have offset only about 
a fourth of the loss.87 Cities have enacted business 
license ordinances and special utility license taxes 
and transferred earnings of municipal enterprises 
to the general fund, but these ijave been in
adequate to make up the deficit. Drastic reduc
tions in budgets have been effected, the numbe~ 
of employees and salaries have been reduced and \ 
essential functions neglected. The metropolitan 
centers, in particular, have been seriously affected. 

The New Mexico measure has not resulted 
in any serious impairment of local government 
services, largely because the 20 mill limit applies 
only to operating expenses and not to debt serv
ice or to certain special levies. In Rhode Island 
the fact that only a very few cities and towns 
levy the maximum rate demonstrates that munic
ipal services have not been appreciably affected. 

V. Alternative Proposals 

THE program of the real estate boards has 
been outlined and discussed in the preced
ing Chapters. If it is agreed that their pro

posal is unwise, what are the alternatives? 
Admittedly there are some over-all property tax 
limits which are less objectionable. There is less 
objection to a statutory limit than to a consti
tutional limit; to a limit of flo than to one of 
x%; to one that allows additional levies outside 
the limit, upon special authorization of the 
voters, than to one which allows no such addi
tional levies; and to a limit which excludes prior 

. debt service than to one which includes all debt 
service. 

CONSTITUTIONAL VS. STATUTORY LIMITS 

One of the main objections to the proposal of 
the National Association of Real Estate Boards 
is that it is to be written into the state constitu
tion. Tax limitation, if it must be adopted, should 
be by legislative act and not by constitutional 
amendment. The objections to constitutional tax 
limitation have been pointed out in Chapter III 
and need not be repeated at this point. Voters of 
Georgia, Colorado, and Oregon wisely defeated 
proposals for constitutional over-all limitations 

17 Sowers, op. dt., p. 42. 

in November 1936. Unwillingness to open their 
constitutions to this type of pressure was a major 
reason for rejection. 

OTHER TYPES OF OVER-ALL LIMITS 

More flexible over-all limits which allow for 
the individual needs and resources of munic
ipalities can· be devised. One proposal would 
limit the real estate tax to a certain percentage 
of the total expenditures of each city or town. 
Such a limit would not necessarily curtail total 
expenditures but would prevent the financing of 
new expenditures soldy by means of real estate 
taxes. Another proposal would restrict property 
tax levies to the average for the preceding five 
years, thereby furnishing some protection against 
further increases in taxation. This proposal might 
be modified to allow additional levies to the 
extent of the average tax rate for the preceding 
five years upon the value of new improvements. 

The over-all limit proposal which the Oregon 
voters rejected in November, 1936, like the two 
preceding proposals, would have recognized dif
ferences between municipalities, but it intro
duced one additional feature, namely, a sliding 
scale of reduction. Briefly, the proposal provided 
for ( 1) a state tax i:ate limit declining by one 
twenty-fifth in each of five successive years and 
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remaining stable thereafter; (2) a tax rate limit 
for each local government beginning at the rate 
actua.lly levied in 1935, declining by one twenty
fifth Ill each of five successive years, and remain
ing stable thereafter; and (3) additional levies 
as authorized by the voters. 

The distinctive feature about all three of the 
above proposals is that they contemplate limits 
whic~ woul.d recognize inherent or long
estabhshed dtfferences between individual cities 
and towns and their expenditure needs. In this 
tespect they are improvements upon the over-all 

"' limit advocated by the National Association of 
Real Estate Boards. All, however, are open to 
serious objections. 

OTHER ALTERNATIVES 

Fortunately there are other and less objection
able methods of bringing relief to real estate. 
More equitable results would be obtained from: 
(I) Sounder policies for financing capital im
provements; (2) improvements in expenditure 
control; (3) more equitable assessment of prop
erty; (4) a general revision of the state's tax 
structure; and (5) governmental reorganization, 
both external and internal. 

Financing capital improvements. The state and 
the larger municipal governments should adhere 
strictly to a pay-as-you-go policy in all periods 
except depressions. During depression periods, 
when real estate earnings fall, municipalities 
would well borrow more heavily and shift the 
tax burden forward to a different stage of the 
business cycle. This debt should not only be paid 
off in good times, but taxes should be sufficient 
to place most capital improvements on a 
pay-as-you-go basis. Great savings in interest 
charges could be effected by such a program. 

There are a number of legislative devices which 
may be used to supplement the slow and un
certain educational process hitherto relied upon 
in most states for the attainment of this objec
tive. Attention is called to the recommendations 
of the recent Connecticut Special Tax Commis
sion,1 and to the Massachusetts and New Jersey 
local debt laws, which require that, when capital 
improvements are made, the current budget must 
include a stated percentage of the cost of the 
improvement. Unlike tax limits, which weaken 
or destroy municipal credit, laws of this 
character conserve credit by controlling its 
use. 

Improved expenditure control. Elimination of 

1 Rrport of the Connecticut Temporary Commission to 
Study the Tar Lawt ••. , 1934, pp. ::u6-:u6. 

the major portion of waste and inefficiency in 
local government can be accomplished without 
"hamstringing" cities and other local units. Ex
perience has shown that true expenditure control 
must come through legislative and administra
tive provisions governing local debts and local 
budgets. The types of debt prohibitions and 
restrictions needed are known, and several states 
have already had success with the establishment 
and supervision of local budgetary practices. 
Such measures require a careful reappraisal of 
local government activities, but can be made 
effective without depriving municipalities of 
home rule in expenditure matters. 

Equitable assessment of property. More scien
tific assessment of real property would go far 
toward removing inequalities in assessment as 
between individual parcels of property. The re
lief would accrue, of course, not to real estate as 
a whole, but to individual property owners. Im
proved assessment of tangible personalty and 
more effective means of taxing intangible prop
erty would, however, lighten the relative burden, 
and perhaps the absolute burden, upon real 
estate. 

General tax revision. Tax reform can be an 
orderly, planned process. Many states have 
achieved notable developments in their tax sys. 
tems without the pressure of tax limitation. If 
the real estate interests would work as hard for 
tax reforms as they have for over-all limits, most 
of the needed changes could be easily effected. 
Replacement taxes, such as special taxes on luxury 
sales (as opposed to a general retail sales tax), 
higher individual income and inheritance tax 
rates, new business taxes, net worth taxes, and 
land value increment taxes, might well be con
sidered as a program of general relief to real 
estate. 

Governmental reorganization. Finally, some 
economies in local government could be effecter!. 
through both external and internal reorg:>.ni.t.a
tion of state and local governments. The general 
structure of local government must be simplified 
and each public activity carried on by the unit 
best able to perform it. There are too many in
efficient local governments; some should be 
abolished, others should modernize their internal 
organization and procedure. The employment 
of trained and competent personnel; the adop
tion of improved audit control, adequate account· 
ing procedures, and centralized purchasing; and 
a wider use of other business-like methods in 
government would make real governmental 
economy possible. 
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OPINIONS OF EXPERTS 

Some of the leading fiscal experts in the United 
Sta~es have suggested alternatives to tax limita
tion. 1 

All of the objectives sought by proponents of 
property tax limitatio~ ~ave been a~hieved in ~ost 
of the progressive Amencan states w1thout resortmg 
to tax limitation and its attendant disastrous effects 
upon local governments, particularly upon munici
palities. 

If the purpose of tax limitation is to check or 
reduce government expenditures, this can only be 
done by the adoption of effective budget procedure 
and sound bonding policies, ... If the problems of 
real economy and real expenditure control were 
attacked direcdy, significant and far reaching econ· 
omies could be achieved. The technique of secur
ing real economy and efficiency in the operation of 
government has been known and has been applied 
with outstanding success in many state and local 
governments during the past 25 years.-Don C. 
Sowers, Ditector, Bureau of Business and Govern· 
ment Research, University of Colorado. 2 

I am conlident that in the long run a more ef
fective control over expenditures can be achieved 
by a proper and orderly system of accounting, 
budgeting, auditing, and reporting, supplemented 
by as wide a distribution of direct tax burdens as 
possible, P1an can ever be effected through arbitrary 

./limita:rlons on revenue.-Benjamin P. Whitaker, 
Research Director, Connecticut Special Tax Com· 
mission. 8 · 

Tax limits strive to limit income from a particular 
source and thus attempt to solve by indirection the 
real cause of the trouble-the excessive expenditure 
of public funds. Such expenditures derive from the 
following principal sources-

a. Public debt. 

b. Mandatory operating costs. 
c. Controllable operating costs. 
If public debt is responsible for excessive taxation, 

the indebtedness should be limited and not the 
ability to pay such debt. The fact that the antiquated 
debt limitation laws which apply in New York 
State have not been effective in accomplishing this, 
is not a sufficient answer as effective laws can be 
written. 

If mandatory operating costs are responsible for 
excessive taxation, the proper procedure is to a~tack 
the question direcdy rather than undermine "the 
structure upon which a good government and credit 
is built. 

If controllable operating costs ·are responsible, 
modern budgetary legislation and suitable super· 
vision of budgets is the best means of assuring the 
desired economies. 

Tax limits do not of themselves bring reforms in 
operations or economies in government. They do, 
on occasions, serve as an expedient in forcing other 
forms of taxation with the result that the final 
aggregate cost of government to the citizens is 
higher than before, because operating costs are not 
reduced and all new borrowing is at a substantially 
higher rate.-John S. Linen, Vice President, Chas~ 
National Bank, New York City. 4 

"What a pity so much energy could not have 
been devoted to an intelligent effort to improve state 
and local fiscal systems." -Simeon E. Leland, Chair· 
man, Illinois Tax Commission. 5 

The ills in local government admittedly are 
many. Progress in improved administration i! 
being made. But the above fiscal doctors and 
others will testify to the fact that no panacea ha1 
yet been found. Certainly, it does not lie in a11 
inflexible over-all constitutional tax rate limit. 

VI. Ascertaining the Effects of a Given Proposal 
· ·rHIS pamphlet has been addressed to the 

· over-all tax limit advocated by the Na-
tional Association of Real Estate Boards 

and is therefore general in application. Proposals 
in individual states vary widely, and citizens, 
finance officers, and other public officials will 
want to ascertain the probable effects of these 
specific proposals. This chapter presents a method 
of approach which can be used either by one 
studying the effects on a state-wide basis or by 
one interested in a single municipality. An 
analysis of the first type might be profitably un
dertaken by a state municipal league or by a 

•op. t:it., PP· 62-63. 
1 Property Tax Limitation Lawt, p. x6. 

state chapter of the Municipal Finance Officers 
Association, and one of the second type by : 
local official or private citizen. At the end of the 
chapter an actual example is given to show the 
computation of the effects of a pr?posed. over-a! 
tax limit upon the finances of a smgle Clty. 

In order to ascertain how a proposal will worl 
out on a state-wide basis, three analyses shoulc 
be made: 

( 1) Estimate the effects of the proposal upo1 
city, village, and other local government financ 
within the state; 

'"Expenditure Control 111. Tax Limitations," New ferse 
Municipalities, Feb. 1936, p. 23. . 

'"Probable Effects of Tax Limitation in Illinois," Nat1on• 
Municipal Review, Nov. 1935, P· 655· · 
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( 2) Examine the actual results in states which 

already have over-all limits comparable to the 
proposed limit; 

(3) Attempt to estimate the probable effects 
of replacement. taxes upo.n municipal finance 
and upon certam economic groups within the 
state. 

PROBABLE EFFECTS UPON LOCAL FINANCE 

In (l~~ .... mbing the probable effects of a 
pro~ .J over-all limit upon local government 
fi ,~e•;Ke, the first step is to estimate the reduction 

-in property taxes which would be effected. This 
can be done roughly for the state as a whole by 
multiplying the proposed over-all rate by the 
total assessed valuation and subtracting the 
product from the total amount of property taxes 
now levied. This will be approximately the 
amount of reduction necessary if all debt service 
is within the proposed limit. If interest and 
principal payments on prior debt can be made 
outside the proposed limit, the amount of all 
such payments chargeable to property taxes, as 
last reported for all levels of government, should 
be deducted from the preceding figure. The 
estimate so made will be comparatively accurate 
if there are no important portions of the state in 
which the proposed over-all rate exceeds the rate 
at which property is now taxed for all purposes, 
or for all purposes except prior debt service if 
the limit does not apply to such service. 

It will probably be desired, however, to make 
a more accurate state-wide estimate and also to 
make estimates for individual cities within the 
state. The following steps are suggested: 

I. Secure the total tax rate on property within 
each incorporated city (town or village) within 
the state. This rate should be made up of the 
state rate, the county rate, city rate, the school 
district rate, and any other special district rates. 
If there are two or more school or special districts 
within the city, get an average rate by adding 
their levies and dividing by the total assessed 
valuation of the city. 

2. If prior debt service is not subject to the 
limit, the next step is to secure the total property 
tax rate required within each city for this pur
pose. Only debt payable out of property taxes 
by the several levels of government should be con
sidered in this connection. Payments on revenue 
or special assessment bonds, temporary loans in
curred and retired in the same year, and state 
debt payments financed by other revenues are the 
principal examples of items which should not. be 
included. If the amount of levy for debt semce, 

but not the tax rate for that purpose, is available, 
~he levy can be translated into a rate by dividing 
It by the total assessment for the area over which 
the rate applies. 

3: The difference between the present rate in 
a c1ty and the maximum allowable rate under 
the p:oposal (assuming that the present rate is 
the h1gher) may be called the "deficiency rate." 
This deficiency rate can be computed for each 
city from the total of the tax rates for all levels 
of government, or from the total of these tax 
rates minus debt service rates as indicated above. 

4· The deficiency rate may be translated into a 
d_efi~iency amount by multipying the rate by the 
city s assessed valuation. If the method outlined 
in this chapter is extended to all areas outside 
cities, deficiency amounts may be totaled to de
termine with considerable accuracy the total 
deficiency for the state. 

5· It is ordinarily impossible to tell how the 
deficiency within any city will be shared with 
the various overlapping districts. Unless the tax 
limitatio.n meas.ure is specific in this respect, some 
assumptions w1ll have to be made at this point. 
It may appear reasonable, for example, to assume 
tha~ the state will abandon the property tax 
entirely, and that any remaining deficit will be 
shared. by local governments in direct proportion 
to . theu present tax rates. In any case, the de
ficiency amount should be apportioned on some 
basis to the various overlapping gover\")ments. 

6. The deficiency amount for the city/may now 
be compared with present revenues from prop
erty taxes, with the total city budget, or with 
those portions of the budget which are more or 
less flexible. The last mentioned comparison is 
one of the best. It demonstrates the extent to 
which losses will be sustained in certain current 
services and in capital improvement programs. 
These losses will be the greater because there 
are some items in the budget, such as interest, 
principal of indebtedness, and pensions, which 
are not reducible even in the face of drastic prop
erty tax reductions. 

7· As these various data are computed, they 
should be tabulated in convenient form. The 
table captions will depend upon the form in 
which necessary data are available, but the fol
lowing suggestions may be helpful: 

1. Name of city. 
2. Assessed valuation of city. 
3· Property tax rates. 

a. State. 
b. County. 
c. City. 
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d. School district. 
e. Other special districts. 
f. Total. 

.f. Debt service payable out of property taxes 
(expressed as a tax rate).1 

a. State. 
b. County. 
c. City. 
d. School district. 
e. Other special districts. 
£.Total. 

5· Tax rate subject to limitation (this is item 
3f if all debt service is within the limit, 
or item 3£ minus item 4' if not). 

6. Deficiencies. 
a. Rate (item 5 minus proposed over-all 

rate). 
b. Amount (item 6a times item 2). 

1· Apportionment of deficiency amount. 
a. State. 
p. blunty. 
c: Gity. 
d. School district. 
e. Other special districts. 

8. Some of the results might also well be pre
sented in frequency distributions, as illustrated 
below. This device would be particularly useful 
for showing the following: 

( r) Prc;sent total tax rates on property in each 
city. The.: re~i::ould readily see therefrom how 
IT'" ... rc.. :tS would have to slash their budgets. 

/(2) Deficiency. rates. Such a frequency distri
bution would emphasize how drastic the budget
ary cuts would have to be. 

(3) Percentage reduction in flexible items of 
the budget. This would show how the deficiency 
rates would affect municipal services. 

The following frequency distribution of tax 
rates which must be brought within the proposed 
over-all limit is submitted to illustrate the make
up of a frequency distribution. These are Mas
sachusetts figures to show the effect of a pro· 
posed 2 Yz% ($25 per $x,ooo) over-alllimit. This 
table indicates at a glance that only 54 out of a 
total of 355 towns and cities could operate under 
the proposed $25 limit without cutting their 
budgets. 

COMPARISON WITH TAX LIMIT STATES 

The amounts by which local budgets have to 
be cut and what items would have to bear the 
brunt of the slashes will have been calculated by 
use of the method described above. But there are 

1These data are not required if all debt service must be 
held within the proposed limit. 

TABLE 6. FREQUENCY Drsmsun:oN: ToTAL 

TAX RATES IN MAssACHUSETTs ToWNs AND 

Cxms, 1934 
No. of towns Cumulative 

Ta:t Rate and titiet total 

$xo.oo to $r4.99 3 3 
15.00 to 19·99 9 12 
2o.oo to 24.99 42 54 
25.00 to 29.99 - 'P ,.._ 126 
30.00 to 34-99 124 250, 
35.00 to 39·99 62 312 ·, 
40.00 to 44·99 38 350 \ 
45.00 to 49·99 4 354 
so.oo to 54·99 355 

Source: Annual Report of the Commissioner 
of Corporations and Taxation, I9J4• pp. 201-26. 

many other results of an over-all tax limit which 
cannot be measured mathematically, such as ef
fects on assessment practices, loss of municipal 
services, and the kinds of replacement taxes that 
would be adopted. These results can only be pre· 
dieted by studying the experience of states which 
already have over-all limits. 

But in drawing deductions from Chapter IV 
of this study as to the probable effects of a pro
posal, it must be remembered that over-all limits 
vary in a number of respects. 

I. A so-called over-all limit may exclude cer
tain taxing districts, such as home rule cities in 
Michigan. 

2. Debt service may be within the limit or out
side the limit. The former is, of course, a much 
more drastic measure. 

3· The over-all limit (so-called) may apply to 
all property; to real estate and tangible person· 
alty only; to real estate only; or property may be 
classified and different over-all rates applied to 
each class, as in West Virginia. 

4· Over-all tax limit rates vary considerably. 
Obviously it would be unfair to compare the 
effects of a 5% rate with th~se of a ~% rate.. . 

5· Whether additional levtes outstde the limtt 
can be authorized is also an important difference. 

With these variations in mind, one should at· 
tempt to find a state whe~e ~e ove!·all ta~ limit 
now in operation agrees tn tts roam particulars 
with the proposal to be analyz~d. Lessons. m?y 
be drawn from that state's expenence. But tf dif
ferences between the proposed limit an~ lim~ts 
actually in operation are wide, the expenence m 
other states may nQt be very helpful. 

Moreover, if a state is found whose limit closely 
approximates the limit being proposed, at least 
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one precautionary step should be taken. Com
pare the actual deficiency rates which occurred 
in that state with the expected deficiency rates 
in your state. Two over-all limits might be the 
same, yet one might force a more drastic reduc
tion than the other because of a higher level of 
rates when the over-all limit went into effect. 
Furthermore, the effects on individual cities can
not be judged by state-wide comparisons. 

J.J,.."-",.,. 

. FECI'S OF REPLACEMENT TAXES 

.~:Sine of the more important results of an over-
-all limit flow from the character and incidence 
of the taxes adopted to offset the reduction in 
property tax revenues. How far can one go in 
estimating the probable effects of replacement 
taxes? · 

x. The first step is to ascertain how much re
placement revenue will be necessary. This re
quires calculation of the probable loss in property 
tax revenues by one of the methods set forth 
above. 

2. The field of possible replacement taxes 
should next be canvassed in order to find one or 
more which would yield sufficient replacement 
revenue. Or it may be determined that increases 
in rates of taxes already in operation would par
tially or wholly fill the gap. 

3· The feasibility, the character, and the inci
dence of possible replacement taxes should next 
be examined. Repeated failures of income tax 
proposals in a given state, for example, might 
dictate the conclusion that it was not likely that 
an income tax would be adopted as a replacement 
tax. The character and the incidence of certain 
other more feasible replacement taxes are well 
enough known so that it could be concluded 
whether they would be desirable tax changes 
or not. 

4· If it seems likely that the most common re
placement tax-the retail sales tax-would be 
used, then by all means the probable sales tax 
rate should be computed. The method is fairly 
simple. The amount of replacement revenue 
needed will already have been calculated. Ascer
tain from the Retail Censu.r for 1933 the volume 
of retail sales in your state.2 This ~gure may 
be adjusted to 1937 conditions by usmg ~he de
partment store sales indexes reported m the 
monthly bulletin of your Federal Reserv~ Bank. 
Then divide the volume of adjusted sales mto the 
needed replacement revenue amount. The quo-

-;-;;-u,;itcd Sta/1!1 Summary Of Th( R(tail C(nsus For 
1933. U. S. Department of Commerce, Washington, 1934· 
A later census of retail sales is now being compiled. 

tient will approximate the retail sales tax rate 
that must be adopted. 

5· Next, estimate the effect of such a retail sales 
tax upon the average small home owner's budget 
and the average renter's budget. For a repre
sentative group of cities and villages in the state, 
secure, if possible, the following information :8 

(a) Average value of one-family, owner
occupied dwellings and the aver
age value of one-family, rented 
dwellings . 

(b) Average assessed valuation of each of 
the above types. 

(c) The average annual rental per dwell
ing unit, in the case of rented 
dwellings. 

(d) The owner-occupiers' average annual 
income and the tenant families' 
average annual income. 

With the above information, use the follow
ing procedure in showing the effect on the 
average owner-occupier of an over-all limit and 
a retail sales replacement tax. Estimate from 
the assessed valuation and present tax rates the 
property tax reduction which would accrue by 
virtue of the over-all limit. Apply the sales tax 
rate to two-thirds of the owner-occupier's income 
and see how much sales tax he will have to pay.4 

Then compare his property tax reducti<m with 
his estimated sales tax burden. ', ·,, 

The procedure varies but slightly in calculati.oig 
the effects on the average renter's budget. Esti
mate from the assessed valuation the property 
tax reduction which will accrue to the owner 
of an average rented dwelling unit. Assume that 
this tax reduction will, in whole or in part (de
pending upon the supply and demand for rented 
homes), be passed on to the tenant in the form 
of a rent reduction. Apply the sales tax rate to 
two-thirds of the average renter's income, and 
see how much sales tax he will have to pay. Then 
compare his probable rent reduction with his 
added sales tax burden. 

Finally, some thought must be given to the 
probable allocation of replacement revenues as 
between the various levels of government. The 
experience in several states (particularly Ohio and 
West Virginia) has been that the schools and 
counties have secured the lion's share. City and 

~£ this information can be obtained from The 
Financial Survey of Urban Housing, (in course o~ publica· 
tion) U. S. Department of Commerce. In co~putmg aver· 
ages, it is suggested that the medtan be used 10 preference 
to the arithmetic mean. . . 

"The figure "z/ 3'' is used as a falf estlffiate of the propor· 
tion of the average home owner's income spent on goods 
ordinarily subject to a sales taX. 
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village officials in a state where an over-all tax 
limit is being proposed should consider ways to 
forestall this unfortunate situation. 
' Municipal financial statistics in many states 

are not gathered and published on a state-wide 
basis. Consequently conclusions may have to be 
drawn from a representative sample of cities. 
This is a valid statistical procedure. Care must be 
taken that the sample is large enough and that 
the cities are representative. 

EXAMPLE FOR A SINGLE CITY 

The analysis which should be undertaken to 
show the effects of an over-alllimit upon a single 
municipality is identical with the foregoing. For 
purposes of illustration, let us consider the effects 
upon the city of Melrose, Massachusetts of a pro
posal which is now under consideration in that 
state. The proposed limit is $25 per $r,ooo as
sessed valuation and includes levies for all debt 
service. the tax districts which overlap the city 
are the'couaty and the state, both of whose rates 
are covered in the city rate and whose taxes are 
paid out of the city budget. It has been assumed, 
for lack of evidence to the contrary, that the state 
and county rates would not be reduced by the 

proposed limit, so that its full effects would fall 
upon the city. This assumption may require 
modification elsewhere. The order of arrange
ment is that suggested above for the state-wide 
analysis table.5 

I. City-Melrose, Massachusetts. 
2. Assessed valuation ( 1936)-$36,656,25o. 
3· Total tax rate (1936)-$32.00 per thousand. 
4· Tax rate for debt service-(not ~equired). 
5· Same as item 3- """ '",, 
6. Deficiency under proposal. 

a. Rate (item 3 less $25.00 )-$7.00. '> 
b. Amount (item 6a times item 2)

$256,594· 
7· Apportionment of deficiency amount. 

a. State-none. 
b. County-none. 
c. City-$256,594· 

In this particular city, a reduction of $256,594 
in property tax receipts means a reduction of 
flexible items of the budget by about one-third. 
(See Appendix.) 

"The Appendix contains the original computation as made 
by City Auditor G. B. Wardwell. It well illustrates how a 
local finance officer can compute the effects of over-all tax 
limitation upon his own municipality. 
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Appendices 
I. EFFEcrs OF A PRoPOSED Ovrn-ALL LIMIT UPON MELRosE, MAssACHUSETTs 

The following- letter, addressed to the Editor of the 
MclrOJ( Fru Pr(sJ by City Auditor G. B. Wardwell, is 
an excellent example of the type of data which can 
readily be compiled by any local finance officer for the 
information of the public. 

,..J,._ .. ,.~.,. 
October 27, 1936 

Tc> · . £ditor 

~~-c;.'Jelros( Free Press. 

Dear Sir: 
I have been requested by many citizens of Melrose 

to state briefly what effect a $25.00 over-all tax limit 
would have on the City of Melrose, and I would appre
ciate your publishing the following for the benefit of 
tho<e who might be interested. 

The following figures are a comparison of the 1936 
tax rate of $32.00 and the resultant figures had a $25.00 
over-all tax limitation been in effect in 1936. 

In reviewing the expenditures of any municipality 
there are certain so-called "fixed charges" over which 
the cities and towns have no direct control. The fol
lowing items, in my opinion, represent such "fixed 
charges" as was raised by taxation in 1936:-

State and County Taxes .....•..•.... 
Bonded Indebtedness ............. .. 
Interest ....•..•.........••........ 
Public Welfare ......••...........• 
Soldiers' Benefits ..•.••..•.••.....•. 
Pensions ......•••••••••.••.••••••. 

Total ....••.•....•.••....•..•..• 

$145,332 
101,733 
36.684 
84.773 
30,331 
13,350 

$412,203 

Under the $32.00 tax rate there was raised by taxa· 
tion the following amounts:-

On Real and Personal Property Valua
tion of $36,656,250 at $32.00 per 
thousand .•.............•.••.... $1,173,000 

On Polls .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. 15,154 
Total Amount Raised ........... $1,188,154 

Deducting fixed charges as above.... 412,203 
Amount available for Other City 

Depts. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . $775,951 
Applying an "over-all" limit of $25.00 the follow

ing would have been the result for 1936:-
0n Real and Personal Property Valua-

tion of $36,656,250 at $25.00 per 
thousand .......•...• · · · · · · · · · · · · 

On Polls .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Total Amount Raised .... · · · · · · · · 

Deducting fixed charges as above .. •· 
Amount available for Other City 

Depts .••.••.••..•. • · · · · · · · · · · · • • 

$916,4o6 
15,154 

$931,500 
412,203 

The following table shows the amounts available to 
operate various City Deparonents with the $32.00 tax 
rate and the amounts that would be available under a 
$25.00 "over-all" tax limit. 

With a 
$32 Rate 

Education (Schools) .......... $285,089 
Protection of Life and Property 

(Police and Fire) . . . . . . . . . . . 141,864 
Highways .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. g6,p6 
Health and Sanitation .. .. .. . .. • 63,170 
General Government . . . . . . • . • . . 89,299 
Recreation .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. 23,039 
Public Service (Water) . . . . . . . . . 23,221 
Overlay for abatements . . . . . . . . . 15,660 
Libraries . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4,034 
Reserve for Contingencies . . . . . . . 10,003 
Cemeteries .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. 13,846 

Totals ................... $775,951 

With a 
$25 Rate 

$190,810 

94-.950 
64,739 
42,297 
59.770 
15,417 
15,542 
10,481 
9.393 
6,695 
~ 
$519,357 

From the foregoing, it will be noted that under the 
$25.00 "over-all" tax limit, there would be a reduction 
of 33% (plus) in the amounts available for the opera
tion of City Deparonents. Were this reduction spread 
equally over all deparonents it is very evident that the 
services rendered to the taxpayers would have to be 
drastically curtailed. 

The service now rendered for the collection of ashes, 
rubbish and garbage, the removal of snow from streets 
and sidewalks and other similar services undoubtedly 
would have to be paid for directly by each resident. 
The care and maintenance of ~~J .. ~~ eets, sidewalks and 
sewers would be neglected while water service and 
street lighting would be greatly reduced. 

Considering first the largest department in our city 
i.e. that of Education: 

Of the amount of $285,089 raised under the $32.00 
rate the sum of $251,620 was for salaries. This latter 
amount is $6o,8ro greater than the total appropriation 
for Education under a $25.00 "over-all" rate. We 
would therefore be forced to pay inadequate salaries 
and our educational system would soon become very 
inferior to that of other states having no tax limit. 

The second largest item of City Deparonents is that 
of Protection of Life and Property which, under the 
$32.00 rate, is $141,864, while under the $25.00 
"over-all" limit there would be available $91,950. 

Were the activities of our Fire Deparonent curtailed 
it is my belief that insurance rates would increase to such 
an extent that the cost of insurance would exceed any 
savings that might be effected in this Deparonent. 

Where a tax limit law has been in operation the 
chief beneficiaries have been large property owners, 
non-resident property owners and corporations. 

Should such a law be adopted other means of pro
viding funds for the Cities and Towns would have to 
be found and the three most prominent methods would 
undoubt~dly be:-lncreased Valuations, Increased Bor-
rowings and a General Sales Tax: . 

The Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation of 
Massachusetts and the Massachusetts Federation of Tax
payers' Associations hav_e _strongly opposed this pro
posed "Over-all" Tax LmutatlOn. 

Very truly yours, 
G. B. W AllDWELL, City Auditor 
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II. OVER-ALL TAX LIMITATION LAWS IN NINE STATES 

As of January r, 1937 
Allocation of Basic Rates 

Year Constitu• Among Tax Districts 
State First Citation to tiona! or Basic Rates Town Present Law Other Adopted StatutOJ·y? State County or 

Cit.r Districts 

Indiana . 193:1. Acts, 1933· ch. s x.;% in incor· o.x;% As fixed by county board of tax adjustment, with 
237 porated towns appeal to state board of taX commissioners 

and cities; 1% 
""'-"· 

Michigan 1932 Const., Art. X, 
sec. 21 (193:1.); 
Pub. Acts, I 933• 
No. 62; I934, No. 
30; 262 Mich. 
338, 699 

Nevada 1895 Const., Art. X, 
sec. 2 (1936); 
Comp.Laws, 1929, 
sec. 6524 

New Mexico 1933 Const., Art. VII, 
sec. 2 (1933); 
Comp.Laws, 1929, 
sec. I4I•507 (8) 

Ohio I9II Const., Art. XII, 
sec. 2 (1933); 
Laws, I934 (3rd 
Sp.), H.B. No. 9 

•• .;.._.-.:...~...f'·""""CI.l-1 .... /" ~ .. ~ .... • 

Oklahoma ,Y ·i9o7 Const., Art. X, 
,r ' sec. 9 (1933) 

Rhode Island !878 Acts, I933· ch. 
2028 

outside 

c 1.5% 

c ;% 

c 2% 

c 1% 

c 

s 2-5% 

None As fixed by county tax allocation board, with ap· 
peal to state tax commission \ 

\-t 
I 

1% As fixed by state tax commission 

None As fixed by county budget commission, with ap· 
peal to state tax commission 

None As fixed by county excise board (o.2% is available 
on! y to counties for separate schools for whites 
and negroes) 

None None All None 

Washington .1932 Init. Meas., I936, s 4% on ;o% o.:~.% I% I.;% School districts, 
No. II4 statutory as· I%; road dis· 

sessment level tricts, 0.3% 

West Virginia 1932 Const., Art. X, c o.;% to 2%' 0.3% 0.1;6;% o% School districts 
Sec. I (1932); 
Laws, I933 (2nd 
Sp.), H.B.No. 234 

1 Cities which have voted to adopt the state-wide over-all limit 
are: Battle Creek, Belding, Flint, Grand Rapids, Ionia, Jackson, 
Muskegon, Muskegon Heights, North Muskegon, Pontiac, and 
Saginaw. 

• Akron and Cincinnati not subject to state-wide limit. 

1Tax rate limits existing prior to the I 933 amendment were: 
State, 0.3;%; county, o.8%; township, o.;%; city or town, x.o%; 
sehool district, o.;%; total 3.x;%. Additional rates were permitted 
for schools (x.o%) and for public buildings (o.s%). 

• An additional rate, not to exceed 5 mills or the amount neces· 
sary to prevent impairment of contracts, whichever is larger, may 
be imposed for service of general obligation bonds outstanding on 
Dec. 3, 1936. An additional rate of unlimited amount may be 
imposed by any district other than the state for service at the rate 

to to to 0.188; to 
o.gcx;• o.6zs%' o.;%' 0.785%. 

provided by statute of any warrants outstanding on December 8, 
1932. 

"Rates vary with type of property and its location as follows: 
Class !-Intangible property and personal property used in agricul
ture, o.;%; Class II-Homesteads and tenant-operated farms, x%; 
Class III-Other property outside municipalities, x.;%; Class IV
Other property within municipalities, 2%. 

8 With the approval of the tax commissioner, any tax district not 
requiring the full amount of the rates available to it for paymont of 
contractual indebtedness outstanding on Nov. 8, 1932 (state, .02% 
to .oS%; counties, .0625% to .25%; school districts, .03% to 
.u%; municipalities, .0375% to .x;%) is to extend such excess to 
the next smaller tax district within its boundaries to be used solei Y 
for the payment of contractual indebtedness outstanding on Nov. 
8, 1932. If such requirements of all lesser tax districts of the same 
class are so met, any excess is then extended to the next larger 
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II. OvER-ALL TAX LIMITATION LAws IN NINE STATES (Continued) 
As of January x, 1937 

Additional Rates Re
quiring No Sptcial 

Authorization 

Rates necessary for service 
of debts outstanding Aug. 
B, 1932, and for judgments' 

Rate nece~sary for service 
.,.j;t?/ outstanding Dec. 

/'932 

None 

Rate necessary for service 
of any debts; special levies 
on specific classes of prop· 
erty 

Rate necessary for service 
of debts issued or author
ized prior to Jan. 1, 1934, 
provided they were issued 
or authorized outside the 
former 1.5% limit 

Rate necessary for service 
of debts outstanding on 

~Aug. 15, 1933, within such 
lim its as existed prior to 
said date' 

Rate necessary for service 
of any debts 

Rate required for service 
of specified debts' 

Excess of rates required for 
service of indebtedness out· 
standing on Nov. 8, 1932 
over 30% of basic rates.' 

Additional Rates Requiring 
---------Special Authorization --------- Tax Districts 

Not Subject 
To Limit Amount 

Unlimited for 
emergency pur· 
pom of local 
governments 

3-5% 

None 

Unlimited pro· 
vided enabling 

legislation is 
passed 

Unlimited except 
for statutory limits 
for special ex• 
penditures 

1% for 
purposes 

school 

Unlimited 

Unlimited for 
counties and other 
local tax districts 

so% of basic 
rates 

Authoriting Agency 

5f7 of members of county 
board of tax adjustment . 

2/3 of electorate voting on 
proposition 

Majority of electorate voting 
on provision 

For current school expenses 
and certain debt service, 
majority of electorate voting 
on proposition; for other 
purposes, 65% of electorate 

Majority of electorate cast
ing ballots 

State budget director upon 
petition of town or city 
council 

6o% of those voting on 
proposition, provided at 
least 40% as many vote as 
voted for governor at last 
election 

No. Years to Which 
Authorization 

Applies 

None 

Not more than 5 Cities and villages subject to 
different over-all rate limit by 
charter provision 1 

Not specified 

Not more than 5, 
except in case of 
debt service, not 
more than life of 
indebtedness 

Not specified 

None 

None 

Incorporated municipalities sub
ject to different over-all rate 
limits or to rate limits for operat· 
ing expense by charter • 

~- .. 

Special districts 

Port districts; special tax districts 
not coterminous with a county 
other than road and school 
districts 

2/3 of qualified electorate Not more than 3 None 

tax district and used by it in the same manner as if originall~ avail· are within the class entitled to receive it, the tax commissioner may 
ahle to it for payment of contractual indebtedness outstandtng on apportion it among them. Tax rates originally available to tax 
:-.lov. 8, 1932. If, in passing on an excess, two or more tax d1stncts districts by classes of property arc as follows: 

Class I 
Prior Other 
debt purposes 

State .o2% ,oi% 
Counties .0625 .0940 
School dimicts ,03 .1585 
Municipalities .0375 .0875 

Total .15 ·35 

Prior 
debt 

.04% 

.125 

.o6 
.075 
·30 

Class II Class lil 
Other Prior Other Prior 

purposes debt purpos~s debt 

.o8% .o1% .oB% 

.25 ·375 .25 

.12 .665 .tl 
.l5 

·45 1.05 .6o 

Class IV 
Other 

purposes 

.01% 
·375 
.665 
·35 

1.40 

1 This additional levy requires approval of tax commissioner. 
Additional levies are made in the following ratios: Class I, 1%; 

Cla1s II, 2%; Class III and IV, 4%. 
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II. OvER-ALL TAX LIMITATION LAws IN NINE STATES (Continued) 
As of January x, 1937 

Additional Rates Re
quiring No Sptcial 

Authorization 

Rates necessary for service 
of debts outstanding Aug. 
B, 1932, and for judgments' 

Rate nece~sary for service 
.,.j;t?/ outstanding Dec. 

/'932 

None 

Rate necessary for service 
of any debts; special levies 
on specific classes of prop· 
erty 

Rate necessary for service 
of debts issued or author
ized prior to Jan. 1, 1934, 
provided they were issued 
or authorized outside the 
former 1.5% limit 

Rate necessary for service 
of debts outstanding on 

~Aug. 15, 1933, within such 
lim its as existed prior to 
said date' 

Rate necessary for service 
of any debts 

Rate required for service 
of specified debts' 

Excess of rates required for 
service of indebtedness out· 
standing on Nov. 8, 1932 
over 30% of basic rates.' 

Additional Rates Requiring 
---------Special Authorization --------- Tax Districts 

Not Subject 
To Limit Amount 

Unlimited for 
emergency pur· 
pom of local 
governments 

3-5% 

None 

Unlimited pro· 
vided enabling 

legislation is 
passed 

Unlimited except 
for statutory limits 
for special ex• 
penditures 

1% for 
purposes 

school 

Unlimited 

Unlimited for 
counties and other 
local tax districts 

so% of basic 
rates 

Authoriting Agency 

5f7 of members of county 
board of tax adjustment . 

2/3 of electorate voting on 
proposition 

Majority of electorate voting 
on provision 

For current school expenses 
and certain debt service, 
majority of electorate voting 
on proposition; for other 
purposes, 65% of electorate 

Majority of electorate cast
ing ballots 

State budget director upon 
petition of town or city 
council 

6o% of those voting on 
proposition, provided at 
least 40% as many vote as 
voted for governor at last 
election 

No. Years to Which 
Authorization 

Applies 

None 

Not more than 5 Cities and villages subject to 
different over-all rate limit by 
charter provision 1 

Not specified 

Not more than 5, 
except in case of 
debt service, not 
more than life of 
indebtedness 

Not specified 

None 

None 

Incorporated municipalities sub
ject to different over-all rate 
limits or to rate limits for operat· 
ing expense by charter • 

~- .. 

Special districts 

Port districts; special tax districts 
not coterminous with a county 
other than road and school 
districts 

2/3 of qualified electorate Not more than 3 None 

tax district and used by it in the same manner as if originall~ avail· are within the class entitled to receive it, the tax commissioner may 
ahle to it for payment of contractual indebtedness outstandtng on apportion it among them. Tax rates originally available to tax 
:-.lov. 8, 1932. If, in passing on an excess, two or more tax d1stncts districts by classes of property arc as follows: 

Class I 
Prior Other 
debt purposes 

State .o2% ,oi% 
Counties .0625 .0940 
School dimicts ,03 .1585 
Municipalities .0375 .0875 

Total .15 ·35 

Prior 
debt 

.04% 

.125 

.o6 
.075 
·30 

Class II Class lil 
Other Prior Other Prior 

purposes debt purpos~s debt 

.o8% .o1% .oB% 

.25 ·375 .25 

.12 .665 .tl 
.l5 

·45 1.05 .6o 

Class IV 
Other 

purposes 

.01% 
·375 
.665 
·35 

1.40 

1 This additional levy requires approval of tax commissioner. 
Additional levies are made in the following ratios: Class I, 1%; 

Cla1s II, 2%; Class III and IV, 4%. 
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J II. OVER-ALL TAX LIMITATION LAws IN NINE STATES (Continued) 
As of January I, 1937 

Additional Rate1 Re· 
quiring No Special 

Authorization 

Rates necessary for service 
of debts outstanding Aug. 
8, 1932, and for judgments 

Rate necessary for service 
.JI;l.?' outstanding Dec. 
/'932 

None 

Rate necessary for service 
of any debts; s~cial levies 
on s~cific classes of prop· 
rrty 

Rate necessary for service 
of debts issued or author• 
tzed prior to Jan. I, I 934, 
provided they were issued 
or authorized outside the 
former I.5% limit 

Rate necessary for service 
of debts outstanding on 

'Aug. 15, 1933, within such 
limtrs as existed prior to 
satd date• 

Rate necessary for service 
of any debts 

Rate required for service 
of s~cified debts' 

Excess of rates required for 
service of indebtedness out· 
standing on Nov. 8, 1932 
over 30% of basic rates.' 

Additional Rates Requiring 
---------Special Authorization --------- Tax Districts 

Not Subject 
To Limit Amount 

Unlimited for 
emergency pur· 
pos~s of local 
governments 

3·5% 

None 

Unlimited pro· 
vided enabling 

legislation is 
passed 

Unlimited except 
for statutory limits 
for special ex· 
penditures 

1% for school 
purposes 

Unlimited 

Unlimited for 
counties and other 
local tax districts 

so% of basic 
rates 

Authorizing Agency 

sh of members of county 
board of tax adjustment . 

2/3 of electorate voting on 
proposition 

Majority of electorate voting 
on provision 

For current school expenses 
and certain debt service, 
majority of electorate voting 
on proposition; for other 
purposes, 6s% of electorate 

Majority of electorate cast· 
ing ballots 

State budget director upon 
petition of town or city 
council 

60<% of those voting on 
proposition, provided at 
least 40% as many vote as 
voted for governor at last 
election 

No. Years to Which 
Authorization 

Applies 

None 

Not more than 5 Cities and villages subject to 
different over-all rate limit by 
charter provision 1 

Not specified 

Not more than 5, 
except in case of 
debt service, not 
more than life of 
indebtedness 

Not specified 

None 

None 

Incorporated municipalities sub· 
ject to different over·all rate 
limits or to rate limits for operat· · 
ing expense by charter • 

· .. , '·. 

Special districts 

Port districts; special tax districts 
not coterminous with a county 
other than road and school 
districts 

2/J of qualified electorate Not more than 3 None 

tax district and used by it in the same manner as if originally avail· arc within the class entitled to receive it, the tax commissioner may 
ahle to it for payment of contractual indebtedness outstandtng on apportion it among them. Tax rates originally available to tax 
~ov. 8, 1932. If, in passing on an excess, two or more tax dtstrlcts districts by classes of property are as follows: 

State 
Cnunties 
Sth()()l di<tricts 
Municipalities 

Total 

Prior 
debt 

m% 
,0625 
.03 
.0375 

.15 

Class I 
Other 

purposes 

.ox% 

.0940 

.1585 
.0875 

·35 

Class II Class III Class IV 
Prior Other Prior Other Prior Other 
debt purposes debt purpos~s debt purposes 

..::.:..:;.:.._-....:.._.;...-

.04% ,ot% .o8% .ot% .o8% .o1% 
,I25 .187 .25 ·375 .25 ·375 
.o6 ·328 .12 .665 .12 .665 

.075 .175 .15 ·35 

·30 
,,0 ·45 !.05 .6o 1.40 

1 This additional levy requires approval of tax commissioner. 
Cla1s II, 2%; Class III and IV, 4%· 

Additional levies are made in the following ratios: Class I, 1%; 
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